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A Chronology of Business Cycles in the United States
and Measures of Their Duration
BUSINESS cycles, according to the definition formulated by Burns and
Mitchell,'
are a type of fluctuation found in the aggregate economic activity of
nations that organize their work mainly in business enterprises; a
cycle consists of expansions occurring at about the same time in many
economic activities, followed by similarly general recessions, contrac-
tions, and revivals which merge into the expansion phase of the next
cycle; this sequence of changes is recurrent but not periodic; in clura-
tion business cycles vary from more than one year to ten or twelve
years; they are not divisible into shorter cycles of similar character
with amplitudes approximating their own.
The chronology shown in Table A.! gives the dates of peaks and troughs
in business cycles defined according to the above criteria, on a monthly,
quarterly, and annual basis. Chapter 4 of Measuring Business Cycles gives
an explanation of the method of deriving the dates and certain tests of
their dependability, including comparisons with chronologies presented
by other authors.
The dates are tentative and subject to revision. Indeed, several have
recently been revised, as the note to the table indicates.2 Further revision
may shift dates by a month or two or three; some may be shifted six
months or even more. For example, the peak in 1899 is probably predated
several months, and there is considerable uncertainty about the cyclical
turns just after the close of the Civil War. In general, the recent dates are
more dependable than the early ones, the annual more dependable than
the monthly dates, and the calendar year more reliable than the fiscal
year dates. Note, however, that the annual and quarterly dates have been
forced to correspond with the monthly dates (except in the period not
covered by the latter), although the quarters and years are not necessarily
the same as those in which the monthly turns occur. Independent dating
on the basis of annual data alone would probably yield fewer cycles,
since some brief and mild contractions might not appear in annual figures
(but see Measuring Business Cycles, Chapter 6, especially pp. 26 1—262).
No single aggregate or index was relied upon to establish the
1MeasuringBusiness Cycles, New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1946,
p. 3.
2Sincethe reports reprinted in this book were prepared at various dates, some ofthem
do not use the revised dates given in Table A.l, or do not use all the revisions.
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chronology. Rather, a number of such aggregates has been used, the list
varying according to the availability of appropriate figures. Many of
these aggregates are listed among the "roughly coincident" series in
Appendix B, although other series were used as well, especially in the
earlier years. The business cycle peak and trough dates represent, as
nearly as possible, the consensus among the available data as to when an
expansion in aggregate economic activity culminated and contraction
began, and when contraction culminated and expansion began.
The durations of successive expansions and contractions and of cycles
taken from trough to trough and from peak to peak, as determined from
the monthly chronology, are shown in Table A.2.
TABLEA.1
Datesof Peaks and Troughs of Business Cycles in the United States, 1834—1958
Monthly Quarterly Calendar YearFiscal Years





















































































































































































































-Souaca:Burns and Mitchell, Measuring Business Cycles, Table16,except for revisions
noted and dates since 1938.
aYearsending June 30.
"Revised. The unrevised dates were: April 1919 and II 1919, September 1921,
December 1927, June 1929 and II 1929, and May 1938.
670CHRONOLOGY AND MEASURES OF DURATION OF BUSINESS CYCLES
TABLE A.2










































March 1879March 1882 36 38 74 60









































































































25 cycles, 1854—1958 30 19 50 50b
9 cycles, 1919—58 36 16 52 56C
3 cycles, 1945—58 39 11 50 52d
a Frompeak on same line to trough





Leads and Lags of Cyclical Indicators
THE twenty-six indicators listed in Table B. 1 (on line numbers ending in
0) represent a revision of the list of twenty-one selected in 1950 (see
Chapter 7, Table 7.1 1). The additions and substitutions have been made
in the light of more recent information, as explained in Chapter 3. Table
B.2 includes the remaining indicators from the 1950 list, together with
a number of others that supplement in various ways those in Table B. 1
and have a good record of performance. Related series are numbered to
correspond in the two tables. For brief descriptions of the series, sources
of current and historical data, and the original and seasonally adjusted
figures and seasonal indexes, see Volume II.
The entries in Tables B. 1 and B.2 are the number of months by which
each specific cycle peak or trough in the indicator leads or lags behind the
corresponding business cycle peak or trough. For quarterly series, the
intervals are from the midmonth of the specific peak or trough quarter
to the business cycle peak or trough month. For an explanation of the
procedures used in identifying specific cycle turns and matching them
with business cycle turns, see Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell,
Measuring Business Cycles (New York, NBER, 1946), pp. 56—66 and 116—
128.
With certain qualifications the entries in Tables B. 1 and B.2 may be
used to derive the leads and lags of each indicator with respect to any
other. For example, since the average workweek (series 1.0) led the July
1957 business cycle peak by twenty months and the industrial production
index (series15.0) led this peak by four months, the workweek led
industrial production by sixteen months. The qualifications stem from the
fact that unless the specific cycles in both indicators that are being com-
pared are in one-to-one correspondence with business cycles, certain
specific turns that are not matched with business cycles (and hence not
recorded in the table) might appropriately be matched with each other.
Furthermore, the median leads or lags will not be comparable unless the


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Monthly Changes in Cyclical Indicators During
Expansions and Contractions
As NOTED in Chapters 3, 5, and 18, one of the ways to evaluate current
changes in cyclical indicators is to compare them with changes during
similar periods in the past—similar in the phase of the business cycle in
which the change occurs. If, let us say, we believe that a business cycle
peak has recently been reached (however tentatively we hold that belief),
we can compare the changes in selected indicators since the peak date
with their changes during the same intervals following earlier peaks.
Such a comparison may persuade us that our tentative conclusion is
wrong, or if it supports that conclusion, it may throw light on the origin,
special features, and seriousness of the situation. Similar comparisons
may aid diagnosis at a business cycle trough, help to appraise the vigor of
the recovery, and reveal any peculiarities it may have.
Such comparisons need to be made continuously and on a standard
plan if their full value is to be extracted. In Table C. 1the monthly
figures (seasonally adjusted) for a selected list of indicators are converted
to percentages of their value at the preceding business cycle peak, and
the changes from the peak level are arrayed first in terms of the number
of months elapsed since the peak, next in terms of the number of months
elapsed since the following business cycle trough. The "recession pattern"
tables can be used during business cycle contractions; the "recovery
pattern" tables, during business cycle expansions. The former show how
the indicator stood twelve, nine, six, and three months before each business
cycle peak, at the peak, and three, six, nine, and so on up to twenty-four
months after the peak, relative to its level at the peak date.' The latter
show how the indicator stood twelve months before each business cycle
trough and every third month thereafter up to twenty-four months after
the trough, relative to its level at the preceding business cycle peak date.2
Data for the twelve months preceding the peak and the trough are
presented so that prior developments may be seen. Figures for every
third month are usually sufficient to indicate the general drift of the
1Thismay not have been the series' own peak level, since it may have reached its
peak earlier or later than the business cycle peak. The percentages entered at the peak
month differ from zero only because the denominator is a three-month average entered
on the peak month while the numerator is a single-month figure.
2Bysubtracting the figures at the trough date from those at succeeding dates, the
increase during the expansion, taken as a percentage of the level at the preceding peak,
may be obtained. Increases taken as a percentage of the trough level are not presented,
since use of the preceding peak level as base generally yields more stable results. Besides,
it is of interest to know when the level at the preceding peak has been regained.
687APPENDIX C
series (see Chart 3.11, Chapter 3). If necessary, figures for intervening
months can be computed by consulting the appropriate tables in Volume
II. Single-month figures can, of course, be distorted by the effects of
strikes or other events.
By adding 100 to each of the figures in the tables, the data can be
converted to percentages of the peak level rather than percentage changes
from the peak level. This form is convenient for charting and is perhaps
more readily understood.
The tables cover the twenty-six current indicators (1960 list) described
in Chapter 3 and related historical series. In addition, all the indicators
in the 1950 list of twenty-one are included. For the data on which the
tables are based, see Volume II.
The International Business Machines Corporation generously pro-
vided the electronic computer facilities used in the computation of
Table C.l.
688TABLE C.l
Recession and Recovery Patterns
of Selected IndicatorsAPPENDIX C
1.0, 1.1






Per cent above (+)or below (-) etandiogatpeak
StaMiog, —
BusineesCycle Before Pelk Peak MonthsAfter Peak
Peak(3-mouth — —— —Maot —— —— —
average,centered) 12 9 6 3— 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
49.80 -3.0-1.2+1.0-1.4+.2.1.0-2.0-4.4.6.4-7.6-4.6-3.8-3.6
48.43 -.3-.7-1.3 - .7+.3-1.3-1.7-1.7-2.3-1.5-2.8-.5-1.3
48.87 -1.0-1.2-.8-.5-.1-4.2-5.7-6.1-12.4-15.1-14.5-12.4-17.9
40.07 -1.7-2.4+1.1+2.3.+.1-4.4-11.4-13.1-13.4-9.6-8.6-6.2-7.6
45.27 -.2+.3+.1 -.2 +.l -2.4-9.9-9.2-3.0.5-11.4-30.5-11.2-10.8
39.67 +2.4 p1,3+1.6+1.1+.3-.7-1.7.1.7 -1.4 +.l+1.6+3.6+3.6




















Percent above (+) or below (-)standing at preceding peak —
Mouths Before Trough Trough tha After Trough —— — —Month— — — ———
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2.0






Rate above (.)or below(-) utandingat peek
Staediug, —
Bunion,.Cycle MOulhI P Month. After peak
Peak (3-month—— — — — — — — — —


































































































































Standing, Rate ekove (4)orbelov (.)etendingat preceding peak
Bu.1nea.Cyc1e Month. Before Trough Trougi Month. After Trough Peak (3-month —— -— — Month— — — — — —




























































































































Nate above (4)orbelow (-)stethinat peek
Mouths Before Peak Peak Months After Peak —— — —















































































































































Nate above (4)orbelow(-)standingatpeek —
Months Before trough — Trougi——
Months—
After Trough————
12 9 6 3)e lb





































































































































liouaing Starts, N+miber of New Dwelling Unite, Census









Per cent above (+) or below(.)standing at peek —
MonthsBefore Peak Peak Months After Peak — Montl—— — —



































































Per cent above (+) or below (.).tandingat preceding peak
Months Before Trough Trough Mithi After Trough —— — — Month—— — — — — —






















































Re,idemtial.Building Contract,, Value,Dodge,27 Stairs (1917-l9Si.,;
Ploor Space, 27 States (1919.1926); 36 States (1923-1928);










Per centabove (+)or below (_) standing atpeak —
Monthe BefOre Peak—
Peak Months After Peak —— — — — —


































































































































































































18—4 12 9 6 3
Mar. 1919Aug. 1918,28.13+15.2+4.5-1.9-37.8 +1812 +186.5 +208.5 .11.8.2+21.9 +159 +79.9
july 1921Jan. 1920,18.053-52.3.45.7-54.0-22.3-10.1+1.8.1+23.6 +36.9 +57.1 +38.8 +68.2 +69.5+52.7
July 1.925Moy1923,27.990.1.5+21.4 +52.7 +17.7-13.2-1.5+3.8+28.9 +68.0+52.6.58.:.27.1+31.6
May1923,31.210-.0+22.3+49.8+19.1+-5.1-.0,+5.9 +28.8 +79.1
OOt. 1926,41.583-2.6-6.7-20.7-2.4..6.27.9+17.4.6.3-.5
Nov. 1927 0t. 1926,43.160-3.0.6.2-20.3.1.:+1.5+28.0+17.1.6.5-.3-21.0.19.1.29.1-59.5
Mar. 1933 sg. 1929,31.863-77.0-83.0-79.2-86.7-85.6-79.4.79.-76.-79.0.83.6-85.5-83.'.73.4
JUne 1938I451937,20.657-8.5-15.9-33.4.7.5.4.6-3.3 .23..51.s23i+56.5+22.1.53.450.4
Oat. I955P.b. 1955,5.050+15.78.3+74.8469.1 +215.9 +360.5 +965.1 4817.+578.+%5. +616.+588. 4834.9
Oct. 9949Nov.1958,35.313-5.2-25.9-1.7 +16i+55.1 .56.8 +122.1 +125.+65.+79.0+50.4+55.1+52.8
Aug. 1955 Jul3 1953,55.893.4.7+2.249.421.1426.3 +55.9 +55.1+39.+1+6.+49.460.!+55.1+53.6
Apr.1958July 1957, 102.170 +1.1+3. .5.8 +21.7APPENDIX C
6.0
Cn,mercialend Industrial Building Contracte, Floor SpaceDu42e, 27 Statee (1919.1925);










Percent above (I)orbelos, (-)atandingat peek —
MontheBefore Peek Peak Month, After Peek —— — ——— — — — — — —






























































































































Per cent above (+) or belov (.)standingatprecedingpee.k —
Month,Before Trough Trough 4th. After Trough —— — Month—— — — — — — —













































































































































ftoue.ndfires above (+)or below (-) steisiingat precedingpeak




0 +5 +20 +54 +76+70 +54+41 +28
+25 +17+12 +3 0 -9 -16 -20 -13. -8 -3l -6
+5 +4 +4 0 -1 -3 -6 -3 0 +4+10.11



















Thousandfixes above (+) or below (-) standing at preceding peak —
Month. Before TroughTrcu Month. After Trough ———
























































Manber of 3ev Ineorporatiana, Evans, 4-11 States(1860-1939);
CorporationTrustCo.Ia States (1936-1947);
























Peak Months After Peak——
12 9 6 3
Monil
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
Oct. 1860 8.7 +i5.4-76.9-53.8-7.7.19.2-42.3 .1.00.0.53.8.7.7.52.3+26.9.52.3
Apr. 1865 44.3 -23.3-12.0-41.4+19.5-9.8-.8-12.0+8.3+3.8-27.8-.8-12.0-32.3
June 1869 55.3 +1.26.0.6.6-.6.13.2.20.5+17.5+10.2..69.6
Oct. 1873 45.7 +13.9 +33.6 +22.6 +24.8-8.0.1.5+5.1+7.3+55.5+29.2+42.3+35.8+4o.1
liar. 188a 199.0 +1.6+17.0+20.9+2.3+24.8 +4.6.1.6.28.7+10.1.13.2.7.0
Mar. 1887 2140.3 -2.6+1.5-3.0-18.4.8.0-9.2.3.6.6.5.10.3
July 1890 330.7 .1.3-26.2-17.1-7.8+11.0 .i..4-3.8.10.8+1.6+5.2÷4.9+6.4+.7
Jan. 1893 370.0 -6.2-4.9-10.0-11.6+3.8 --23.2-42.2-22.7-27.8-24.6-10.8-17.6
Dec. 1895 437.7 -lid-10.7+1.7+.3-5.2-13.2-36.7.9.5-7.0-13.0.1.3.8+6.9
June 1899 618.0 -35.6-39.5.34.5.7.3+1.9—2.9-6.8-10.0.6.8+.3+10.7+19.9 +34.6
Sept.1902 952.0 -14.4-10.5.2.4.2.6-2.6-2.7+1.4+4.1-10.1.3.5+2.4
May1907 1233.7 -.5-1.0+1.8 -.3-.9-8.3-30.3-27.4-26.8-18.7-16.7i.8-7.2
Jan. 1910 1183.7 -59 -.C+6.3-5.5-6.7-2.1-17.5—12.5-3.3-7.8-1.0.0-4.8-2.3
Jan. 1913 1233.0 -6.2-7.7+5.3+3.6+1.4+2.8-6.2-1.3.13.3.93-6.6-20.9-17.4
Aug. 191.8 508.7 .13.4+15.8+9.1-14.1.52.6 +85.6 .134.5 +146.1 .152.0 +1.28.8 .116.5
Jan. 1920 1312.7 -31.8-5.5-5.9e.7-4.8-13.3.15.8-32.0.26.4-30.4-31.1-29.5
May1923 3628.3 ,.8.3.3.1.6-1.8-13.9-20.3-26.2.20.8-10.3-4.9
Oct. 1926 3567.3 +10.5 -2.0.4.0..4-.6+3.9-.7 p.02.4.5+5.3+79 .15.0
Aug. 1929 3466.3 +6.0.7.5.2.2-4.2-7.2.5.0-17.6.10.9.12.6-11.9-12.9
May1937 2331.7 .1.0-4.0+1.14+5.1-4.7.8.3.10.1-1.6.0-13.9.9.4-3.3.1-14.2-2.3
May1937 2177.7 .1.3-4.7+3.3+5.5.5.4.8.2-10.0-15.4-13.5-9.3-12.4-13.8.2.14
Feb. 1945 1397.7 -33.7-13.3-10.8+14.6-1.1+15.5+41.3 iS.29.1 +229.5 +228.3 +191.9 +151.2 +137.2
Nov. 1.948 7185.3 +32.0.21.8 .14.8+7.6.1.4.6.8-3.2+.02 +6.8+1.3.3+16.6+5.5-1.1
July 1953 81e810 -1.1.0-3.0.6.2+4.8+2.6-.5-.4+13.2 +15.4+26.3+37.5+34.6 +39.6
July 1957 11672.7 +3.8-1.1-3.6-1.4..1-3.6.5.4-8.9.7,1 +17d
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7.1, 7.2, 7.3
Nuaber of 5ev Incorporationa, Evens, 4.11 States(1860.1939);
Corporation l'ruat Co •6States (1936-1941);












Per cent abave (+)—
Trough
Moeth










Oct. 1.860, 8.7 .30.8+27.0+38.5+3.8-.40.3.65.4.88.5.30.8.42.3.7.7.53.8+26.9+50.0
Apr. 1865,44.3-3.0-30.1.18.8-21.0-14.3-23.3-23.3-12.0-23.3-5.3.12.0-.8-7.5
Dee. 1870 June 1869,55.3-.6-13.2-20.5+17.5+10.2-.6-9.6-15.1.6.6-4.2.10.2+12.0-16.7
Mar. 1679oct. 1873 45.7 .12.4.16.8.36.549.5-25.5p7.3.1.5+75.2+99.3+64.2 +n6.8 +101.5 +200.0
1885Mar. 1882,129.0.1.6.14.0-37.2-13.2-20.9-3.9-1.2.4+1.7.0 .6.2+54.3+29.5+6.4
Apr. 1888Mar. 1887,240.3 +1.8.6-1.8.4+6.1..7-12.6.13.9.9.3.9.8+7.4+39.4 +14.0+26.9
May1891July1890,330.7-5.3-9.3.3.2-2.6—11.1.8.7-.2+10.+2.5+27.6 .+1.3+11.9
June 1.894Jan. 1893,370.0 -20.3-38.4-28.6.14.9-24.3.1.8.4-20.8-19.5-19.2-7.8 .14.0.21.4
June 1897Dec. 1895,437.7 -1.3.2-36.7-9.5-7.0-13.0.13.8p7.0.2,.7.7.1.4.5.7.5+30.9+143.9
Dec. 1900 June 1899,618.0.6.8.10.0.6.8+.3+10.7+19.9.34.(+16.+28.2+23.5+29.+40.1+40.4
Aug. 1904Sept.1902,952.0 -11.3-8.9-4.8.4.7+10.1+1.9.4.(+18.5+14.9+23.2+19.+29.+28.2
June 1908May1907,1233.7..4-15.0.33.7-28.1-21.1-14.8.7. +..3.+2.(.1.-14.:.9.0
Jan. 191.2Jan. 1910,1183.7.3.3-7.8-10.0.4.8-2.3-3.9.9.*8.+5.+7.-2. +2.1-9.7
Dee. 1914Jan. 1913,1233.0-1.1-5.7-12.0-21.4-25.5.14.7-11.-7.+13.+3..6.+1.3.+16.0
Mar. 1919Aug. 1918,508..9.5.4.6.19.0.2.6+56.7 +1.10.1.1.37..162.+149.+134.+118.+79..92.1
July 1921Jan. 1920,1322..13.3.15.8.32.0.26.4.30.'-31..29..25..20..16.-17..14.-21.0
July 19214May 1923,3628.-1.6-13.1-15.3.16.1-23.1-22.5-12. —7. +1..8.42.-3.+2.2
IlOY. 11 Oct. 1926,3567.-.5.1.5..5+3.0+7.1+11.8.16.2+9.3.16.5.16.3+17.9 +12.0+5.0
Mar. 1933Aug. 1929,3466.3 .13.2.8.4.10.9-17.6.28.4.10.9-24.5-27.0.31.8-34.1 -38.8-36.0
Jun. 1938 May1937,2301.7-1.0-9.7.11.2-14.2-14.1-13.5.14.-9.-20.0-21.3
June 1938 May1937,2177.7-.3.10.8-10.1.14.1-13.8.13.8-13..8. -21.5-15.:.18.:-25.6
Oct. 1945Feb. 1945,1397.7 .8.8+2.0.6.5.22.8+113.2 .211.0 4230.+206..162..136.8 +104..101.1 +131.6
Oct. 1949Soy. 19118,7185.3+1.1-2.6.1.7.2.8.11.0+11.7+12..8.+1.5-.-2. .5.1-5.2
Aug.1954 July 1953,81181.-1.9-.345.949.4+22.5+30.1+141..32.+36..36..46..4°.:.110.7
Apr. 1958 July 1957, 1.1.872. .3.6-5.4-8.1+7.+17.
699APPENDIX C
8.0
Bualneco Failureo, l2abilltieoIndustrial and Ciercia1,














MonthsBefore Peak Peak MonthsAfter Peak —
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8.o
BusinessFailures,LiabilitiesIndustrialand Cercis1















or be].as (.)standingat piecedingpeak
Moo—
12




9 6 9 12 21 214
II 1885 I 1882, 30.0+230.3485.0+48.0 +3L3 +20.7-12.3-24.3-15.3-12.3-.3.9.0.8.3-3.0
I 1888II 188i, 29.i. -5.5 .0 +175.6+19.9 +14.1+27.1-16.5+2.1.+26.5-.3+48.1+33.0+11.3
II 1891III 1890, 39.0-10.8 .0 +102.0.7.14+62.8.214.9+20.5-1.3.8-25.4.47.4.211.'+3.( +294.4
II 18914 i 1893, 40.4.280.7 +124.5 +108.9+35.6 +17.8-20.0.14.0.1.0.14.0.8.4.1.2.4420.5.5.7
June 1897Den. 1895, 15.60-12.2 +154.5.8.3.20.5-17.3-12.2-37.2-35.2.21.8-23.7.37.2.48.].70.5
Dec.1900June 1899,5.27+105.1 +133.5+80.4 +112.6 +1214.0+67.1 +131.6.76.6+86.1 .48.1 +126.0 +112.6 +74.7
Aug. 19014Sept.1902, 10.37+17.7+65.0+42.8.5.5+13.8..114.1..l6.l.5.5.35.4.2.6.7.+37.9.6.4
June 1908May1907, 12.67+35.0+58.7 +165.3+71.3+20.8+45.3+3.448.9+3.4-29.7+6. -4.5+10S
Jan. 1922Jan. 1910, 18.90-12.2-5.8-24.9+5.3-27.5-5.8-1.0.13.8-15.9+2.6 .24.9 +10.0.43.9
Dec. 19114Jan.1913,18.07+60.0+6.3 +281.4.46.1+56.6+19.0.14.0-2.1+1.8-14.8-25.-30.3-12.5
Mar. 1919Aug. 1918, 12.70+26.8-6.3+48.8-9.4.2.4.15.8-24.4-38.1-20.5 +229.1+194.5 .267.7+321.3
July 1921Jan. 1920,7.80+226.9 +460.2 +452.6 +375.6 +538.5 .66.4 +682.0 +801.3 +496.2 +398.7 .421..534..432.0
July 1924May1923, 43.30-4.2 +105.8-2.1+8.5-1.2-6.2+3.9-17..7.4.23.6-16..i4..20.3
Nov. 1927Oct. 1926, 35.90.9.8+28.1 +13.1.15.0-.6.23.1.8.:+io.+22.0-i4.8+17. +6.7.49.3
Wm. 1933Aug. 1929, 110.50+108.6 +113.3 .63.0.46.7-.2.12.1.51.1.49.'..46.7.43.0-54..61.:.65.7
June 1938May1937, 14.000+11.4.10.7+99.3 +180.7+38.6+30.0 +161.1+23.1.5.0.5.0.17. +2.9
Oct. 1945Feb. 1945,3.613+5.1+61.1.-73.7 +.2-13.9+19.6+1.1-5.'.77.1 +316.2 +332. .1490.0
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 26.690-16.0-23.6 +16.1-14.0-20.1+5.4-22.7-22.1.44.3-1.3.6-38. —.5
Aug. 1954July 1953, 35.167-8.8+13.7+16.1+4.2+4.1.8.4•2..6.1+15.1+32.2.19.5 .75.8
Apr. 1958July 1957, 1e8.67o+15.0.6.2+5.9+28.5+69.2+38.5+5.1
701APPENDIX C
9.0,9.1
CorporateProf it.AfterTaxea, Barger (Q, 1920-1938); 055 (Q, 1941e-1958)









Per cent above(+) orbelow (.)standing at peak —
Month. Before Peak Peak Months After Peak — ——— MOOIIS — — — — — — —








































































































































percent above (+) or below (-) standing at preceding peak
Month. Before Trough Trough Ith. After Trough — —— —Mouth — —
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9.0, 9.1







BlUion doliara above (+) or below(-)atathtng at preceding peak
Montha Before Peak





























































































































































Billion dollara above (+) or below (-) etanding at preceding peak
MonthaBefore Trough Troug Month. After Trough ———Month—— — — — —
12 9 6 3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
III 1921 I 1920,5.0-1.7-4.5-4.5.5.5.5.2-5.1.3.14—2.2-2.0-.5-.2+.2-1.2
III 1924 IC 1923,5.2.1.4 —2.1-.9-2.3.2.4 —1.3-.7-.5-.1+.1-.5-.2+.1
CV 1927 III 1926,5.3 -.3-.8.1.4-1.2.1.5-.9 —.5•.3.1.0+.5+1.1+1.5•.3
I 1933 III 1929,6.8-8.2-9.1-9.5.9.5-9.2.7.4-5.3-5.5-5.2-5.3-6.5.6.2.5.5
CI 1938 II 1937,14.3 .0-.7-2.3-3.1-3.5.2.9-1.5-1.0-.6+.2.1.3
II 1938 II 1937,5.3 .0-.3.1.8-3.1-3.7-3.3-22-1.7-1.2-.4+.9+.8•.8
CV 1955 I 1945, 3.0.2 —.2 .0 —.6—3.3-3.7-1.5+1.3+5.3+7.8+L2+7.5+7.5+9.1
IV 1959 IV 1958, 20.2 .0-3.1.-5.2-4.3.-4.14.3.5+.4.5.8.7.3+2.8-5-2.5.1.7
III 1951$ II 1953, 3.9.6 —.9.5.8-3.5—3.1-2.9—1.5+1.7+2.4+4.3+5.3+4.4.4.2.+2.8
II 1958 III 1957, 22.5 —.2 .0.2.3-6.2.5.4.3.0•.2
703APPENDIX C
10.0
Cce.non Stock Price Index, InduatrieJ.a, Belle, end Uttlitieo, Btandard and Poor's

















1.2 9 6 3
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5.7. Stock Bxchange clo.e6.
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10.0
Con Stock Prica Index, Induatriala, Rails, eM Utilities, Standac6 and Poor's






































Her. 1919Aug. 1918,64.10-3.4-1.2 .0.4.7.7.6 +22.2+19.5.18.3+15.0+5.0+4.4-9.7-8.7
July 1921Jan. 1.920,73.20-8.2-8.5.17.5-19.8.24.2-22.3-15.3.1s.6-1.2+7.5+3.3.5.6.6.4
July 1924 May1923,73.97.7.4.7.8.1.4.2.4+3.7+4.9 +21.5+18.2 +27.5+36.5+45.3+32.6 +42.8
Nov. 1927Oct. 1926, 108.77..1+4.y +10.9+1.8.4+23.9.28.4 +47.7.44.0+66.1+81.0+82.3 .111.7+46.7
Her. 1933Aug. 1929, 229.00-73.8.84.3.73.1.78.1.80.1-65.5.65.5.67.6.64.5.66.1-69.1.68.1.70.3
Jun. 1938 Hay1937, 123.67-3.3-10.2-33.7-36.0-35.6-27.5-21.5-22.4-27.3.19.4-21.6-21.8-36.8
Oct. 19457.b. 1945, 1.11.07.6.8-2.4+3.0.6.6 .18.8.30.4 +36.5+34.7.10.1+12.7.7.4.13.4 +12.6
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 122.53+4.3-1.3.3.3.3.9+3.9 +10.3+15.7.12.8 .28.8+37.6 +lo.6+41.0+51.0
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 155.57 .1.3-4.3-5,1+2.1.6.5+14.7+1.1.7+27.7.36.3+40.9+41.0+50.2
Aug. 1934July 1953, 242.10 .1.2+7.5.18.7.26.9.38.1 .52.0.55.3 .75.3.83.7.83.5.92.2 +100.3
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1.0.1












Per cent abova (+)—
Trough
4octh

















Aug. 1904Sept.1902,65.233 -22.4-32.8-26.6-26.3.17.8.4.3+12.8+1.4.6+25.2+30.8 449.9.38.2.43.9
June 1908Hey1907,81.050.2.6-13.0-26.8-19.2-9.9-.2+5.6+3.4 +13.6+20.9 +20.9+13.6+3.3
Jan. 1912Jan. 1910,93.550 -11.0-11.8-8.2-18.0-13.1-4.5-4.0.1.4.9.0.13.6.17.5.15.3.13.8
Dec. 1914Jan. 1913,84.78-9.1-3.0-5.0 5 -11.3-7.5+5.9 +26.3+52.9+43.8 +47.0+66.8 +53.7
Mar. 1919Aug. 1918,82.22.4.9-2.04.5+.5+5.4 +26.2+31.8+28.9 +19.3+11.7+5.4-12.0-8.6
July 1921Jan. 1920, 102.733 -11.7-17.4-27.2-25.0-33.2-30.2-21.5-3.1.17.5-2.94.4-2.1-13.1
July 1924May1923,96.20-7.2.8.4+1.7.4.4+3.2+5.7+26.4+24.4+39.2+56.6 .62.3.46.1 +63.0
Soy. 1927Oct. 1926, 155.951-1.3+1.4+8.2+17.9+21.8 +25.3+38.7+45.7+76.3+98.1+98.9 .130.3.46.3
Mar. 1933Aug. 1929, 354.317 .77.1.86.8-80.0-83.4.83.7-73.5-71.9-72.0.71.1-72.9.74.5.71.3-71.8
June 1938 Nay1937, 173.26-1.7-7.5-28.2.33.8-29.1-21.2-12.8.18.0-22.0-16.7-14.4-15.2-32.0
Oct. 1945Feb. 1945, 155.86.5.4.1.4+2.845.2+18.7+27.1 .30.7.29.2+8.8+13.0+10.4+17.6 +16.6
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 1.80.36+2.6-1.2-2.9.4.5+3.2 +10.8+17.9 +13.8+27.1+35.5.40.5.40.6+49.6
Aug. 1954 July 1953, 269.80+.9+2.7.8.3+19.7+28.3+39.3+52.0+56.2+69.5+76.6+76.2.83.5+89.6
Apr. 1958 July 1957, 502.62.3.4+2.4-11.8-1.1.3-11.1-2.9+.4
a
Stoc cba a d.c
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U .0










Billiondollars above (+) or below (-) standing at preceding peak
Months Before Peak Peak Months After Peak —




































































Billiondollars shove (+) or below (-) standing at preceding peak
Months Before -h — Month
Months After Trough
9 ijTiir—i--- 12 9 6 3
IV 1945 I 1945, -1.6 -1.5 .0.1.6-.2+.8÷7.5+10.4.7.7+6.3+2.0..6-1.1+3.0
IV 1949 IV 1948,4.3 .0-4.3-9.6-6.0-9.6.1.8..6,.6 +10.7+6.2+10.9.5.9 +.6
III 1954 II 1953,3.1 -2.4.7.7-5.7.5.8.5.2-2.3+1.3+3.0+2.6+3.6+3.1+1.3 +'9
II1958III 1957,2.7 +.9 .0-3.3-9.6-8.5-6.1-1.9
708MONTHLY CHANGES IN CYCLICAL INDICATORS
12.0, 12.1
!eduetria.1 Raw Material.a Spot Market PriceIndex,Mack (1919-1935);
31.9,16 Citiee (1936-,1947); 13Cnditiee (1947.1958)









Percent above (.) or below (.) standing at peak
4ntke 3-g Pea_k—
peak Months After Peak — — — — —

















































































































































































































































































Wholesale price Index,Bredetreet's (Q, 1892-1899),(n,1899-1935):
Wholesale Price Index,28 BasicCoseodittee,212 (1936-1947);
22BasIcCitie.,21$ (1947.1958)










(+) or below(.) •taMingat peak






12 9 3 6 12 15 18 21 24
I 1893 783.60 +2.8-2.0 -1.5 .0.3.5.7.7-10.0-13.2-15.5-16.2-14.6.18.4
IV 1895 641.60 +4.3-.3 •.9 .0-5.1-9.8-10.6-7.4-5.2-7.3-4.1+1.5
June 1699 704.70 .1.8..ok+7.1+13.5+16.0+10.2+9.3.8.3+7.0+5.9
Sept.1902 796.70 -3.8-3.4-2.4-1.4-.1+1.8+2.0-1.2-1.7-.7•.8.3.2.1.4
Mei'1907 897.63 -7.4-6.5-1.7.1.0-.2-1.1.3.8-10.2-12.4-11.8-9.3-8.0-7.0
Jan. 1910 914.07 -9.4-9.1-7.2-3.1+.J-.2-2.9-2.6-3.7.7.1.-5.6-3.2.2.0
Jon. 1913 947.60 -5.5-3.1.-36-.1. .0-2.7-5.2-3.0.6.4.8.3-8.4.4.5-.8
Aug. 1918 1906.60 -13.3-9.1.5.3..7-.03-.6.8.6-7.4+3.5+5.1+9.3+6.5.3.5
Jan. 1.920 2057.27 -13.1-16.1.5.5.4.2•.2+.7-7.2-20.8-39.2-46.0-47.0-45.2.44.6
Map1923 1352.00 -12.7-10.7+.3+2.3 +.C)-4.8-1.7-3.5.8.2.-5.9-.6+2.5-.4
Oct. 1926 .z75.47 +1.1.648.7+1.8-.5..05-.7.2.1-2.1+4.5+6.2+5.3+3.2+2.5
Aug. 1929 1263.00 +4.8+3.6+2.9.5+.l-2.5-10.0.L4.0-17.4.21.2.26.8.30.5.31.6
May1937 147.17 .24.2.13.0.7.2.2.4-.4-3.8-22.6-25.7.32.4-29.5-28.7.29.7-29.7
Feb.1945 183.33 -1.9-1.2-.5-1.3+.0+.2+.3+1.9+2.5+4.6 +31.7+58.4+72.1
Nov. 1948 303.77 +15.8+7.2+6.0+4.2+1.0-9.7-21.1-19.4.17.9.1.8.4.14.7+2.6+13.2
Nov.1948 103.70 +15.1+6.5+7.4+6.6+1.13-13.1-22.7-19.0.22.1-20.8.15.6+2.0+17.6
July 153 87.83 .10.3.5.1+1.6..31.5-2.0+.5.5.8.4.212.6+3.6.2.7.3.7
July 1957 89.80 -1.1+.8+2.8-.9+.7.5.8.5.8-5.6-3.6.3.5
710MONTHLY CHANGES IN CYCLICAL INDICATORS
12.2,12.3, 12.4
Wholeasi.ePriceIndex,Bredetreet'a (Q, 1892-1899),(14, 1899-1935);
Wholesal.ePriceIndex, 28 Basic Cd1tien, 812 (1936-1947);
22 Basic Codities, 818 (1947-1958)












ar belov (.)standingat wecedingpeek
ths Butore Trough Trough
)Sneth
•the Attar Trough—
21 12 9 6 3 3 6 123 18
ii 1894 i 1893, 783.60-3.5-7.7-10.0-13.2-15.5.16.2.14.6.18.4-20.9-17.4.18.1-22.3-26.2
II 1897 IV 1895, 681.60.9.8-1o6.7.14.5.2-7.3.4.1.+1.5.1.8.1.4+3.5+5.2+6.648.9





Mar. 1919Aug. 1918, 1906.60-4.3+.03-.3.1.59.5-3.0+2.3.6.3.8.8+2.9.8.5.31.1-39.0
July 1921Jan. 1920, 2057.27.7.2-20.8-39.2.46.0.47.0-45.2-144.6-43.5-41.2-37.2-33.3-32.9-37.0
July 1924May1923, 1352.00.4.2.3.0-2.1-6.8-8.1.2.6.2.9-.1.+3.9+5.3+2.6.8.0-6.1
Nov. 1927Oct. 1.926, 1275.47+.ok-1.7-2.5-.1.5.6+5.344.4.3.8+2.6+1.9-1.5-.8.3.5
Mar. 1933Aug. 1929, 1263.00 .1,2.7-146.9-1,2.8-45.9-59.0-35.2.08.6-30.1.21.0-27.2-25.0.25.6-23.0
June 1938May1937, 147.17-3.9-6.1.244.9-27.0-33.1.29.6-29.6-29.3.30.2-17.0-16.2 ..0 -24.9
Oct. 1945Feb. 1945, 183.33-.7-.2•.2+.1+1.3+2.2+3.8 +31.0.37.6 +65.8 .74.4 .66.5 .84.4
Oct. 19149Apr. 1958, 303.97•.5-4.9.18.6-23.2-19.0-17.9-18.2-5.2+8.3
Oct. 19149Nov. 1948, 103.70..8-6.9-22.8.24.3-22.5-20.2 -4.6.10.3 +29.1+25.3 +7.8




Peploynentin Nonagricultural Eeteolietz,ents, B1$









Percent above (.) or below (-)steaUngat peak
I4ontha BeforePeek —— — —
12 9 6 3
—
Peak tha After Peek —— — — — — —
































































































Per cent above (.) or below (-)stanitogat preceding peak —
MouthsBefore TrOugh Trough )the After Trough ————40oth—-—-———-----——-.———--—————-—-—
12 9 6 3 3 6j 12 ly 18 31
Ear. 1933Aug. 1929,30.903 -24.5.28.4-29.2-29.1.31.3.28.1-22.8-22.3.19.7-18.6-20.3-18.7-17.0
June 1938Eay1937, 29.677+.2 +.2-4.4 -7.9-10.2.8.6-6.2-5.7-4.b-3.1 -.4 -.9-.2
Oct. 1945Feb.1945,41429.7-.7-.05-.8.2.4-8.2-5.1.-2.4 +2.8+4.1.4.0.4.6+5.8
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 44678.3+.l-1.0.2.5 -3.7-5.0.3.8 -2.2 +3.4.4.7.5.8+6.2+6.4
Aug. 1.954July 1953, 49875.0-.1.1.1-2.3-3.2-3.5-2.6-1.9 +1.1+2.2.3.0+3.8.4.3
Apr. 1958July 1957, 52445.3-.4 +.O3-.8.2.3.4.6-3.9-3.6
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13.1, 13.2
Factory 1oyneot Iex, J.r(1889-1921);BIB (1917-1958)
























July 1.890 57.33 -3.8-1.4-1.6-1.3-.4+1.5+1.9..8+1.3.1.3+3.2+5.5+5.2
Jan. 1893 61.40 -3.6-1.5-1.8-.3 .0+.6.5.4.14.2.15.0.13.5.3.2.5.10.9-7.0




Jan. 1910 99.63 .10.3-7.6-7.1.1.94.5.1.3-.5.1.4.1.4-.5..1...5-.5
Jan. 1913 203.13 -3.9.2.4-3.14.1 +.5-1.8-1.8-1.1-2.0-.8-3.8-3.8-6.2
Aug.391.8 327.07 -5.5.3.5.1.5-.34.02.4.1.9.5.8.1.-2.2.2.2-.05-.8-5.2
Aug.1918 115.53 -1.0-.6-.7-1.1 -2.5-10.7.77.3.5.3.34.0.1.9
Jan. 1920 74.13 .7.6.11.8-6.9-5.0.1.0-.8-6.5-12.8.29.8-28.8.30.5.28.5-27.3
Noy1923 67.97 .16.5-12.6-7.6-2.7-.1...8-2.9-3.5-8.0-12.9-10.7-6.6-6.3
Oct. 1926 63.53 -.7•.9-.0-.8•.3..1.3-1.6.2.0.3.2-5.5.5.0-2.5-.05
Aug. 1929 69.50 -6.9.11.9-2.7-1.3+.5-3.3.8.3-11.4-17.6-21.0-25.6-25.3-28.2
Noy1937 71.63 -12.9.9.3-5.8.2.5•.5•.5.6.0-16.0-20.2-18.0.12.8-10.9.9.8
Feb. 19115 115.83 .5.9+2.9.1.4-.7•.3-2.8.1o.4-n.8-26.1-16.0-12.0-9.9-9.8
Nov. 19h8 101.67 .1.9+1.74.1.1.04.3-5.1-8.5.9.5-11.2.8.6-8.2+1.1+3.3
July 1953 13.3.23 .io.8-3.5-1.0+.5..3-2.7-6.8.9.5-32.9-11.2.9.9-7.5.6.2
July1957 -1.9 42.0+1.0 .0-1.9-6.5-11.7-11.2-10.9
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June1894Jan. 1893,61.140-1.5.18.1.13.4.14.8-12.5.13.8.10.3.6.5 .4.2 +.2 -3.2 .14.9.6.5
June1897Dec. 1895,59.33-3.2.l.3-3.1..2.2-1.2+44.3 ,.4 +1.1+1.8+2.3+14.5+8.5+13.3
Dec. 1900June 1899,67.10+3.0+3.9+3.1.2.4+3.7+44.5+5.548.0+10.1+12.5.13.7.16.7.18.3
Aug. 19014Sept.1902,78.37+1.24.4-.8+1.1-.8.3.4+3.7+7.8+8.2.9.4+9.9 .12.8 .14.6
June 1908lImp1907,92.47+.9 .1.7.164.8-20.5.18.5-11.0.5.3 .7+.544.1+7.4+6.2+7.0
Jan. 1912Jan. 1910,99.63.1.4 -.5 +.1 +Je -.5+1.1 +.3+3.6+3.9+1.7 .1.7.2.4.1.5
Dec.19114Jan. 1913, 103.13-2.3-.6-2.0.3.9-6.1.5.4.1.4+1.4+7.3+1.1.4+13.9 +15.4 +19.4




Iloy. 1927Oct. 1926,65.53.4-1.0-1.7-2.0-3.9 .3.9.3.6-1.3..9+3.2.4.7.6.5+2.5
Mar.1933Aug. 1929,69.50 -35.4.41.2.40.14-39.4.42.4-33.1-23.3-25.9-19.7.18.4.214.9—20.0-16.1
June 1938 PImp1937,71.63-.04-.7-10.9-17.1-21.0.16.14-1.1.1.10.2-9.5-5.8-1.7-3.7.4.0
Oct. 1945Yes. i94, 115.43-.3 ..05-1..7.6-23.2.20.8-16.7-13.6-13.0-.9.9.9.8-11.6-10.5
Oct. 1949NOv. 1948, 101.89+.7.2.8-6.7-9.6.11.4 .8.14 -6.7-1.5+3.3+4.6+5.6+4.6+3.2
Aug. 19514July 1953, 113.23-.6.5.4-7.8-10.3-12.2-10.4.9.4-6.7.6.1.5.44.2 .5.4.6.2
Apr. 1958July 1957, 104.80.1.0 .0-1.9-6.5-11.7.11.2-10.9
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Rateekove (+) or below (.) standing atprecedingpeak —
Month. Before Peak Peak Monthi After Peak — — — — — —































































































Rate above (.) or below (.) standing at preceding peak
Months Before Trough Trou, Months After Trough — — — Ma,14—— — —
3.2 9 6 3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
Mar. 1933Aug. 1929,.5819.20 +23.1424.27 +24.62 +24.7824.146 #20.90 +20.149 +16.23 +17.11 +20.93 +19.86 .16.96
June 1938Nay1937, 11.53 -.034.10.4.38.6.96+8.47+7.07+14.83.5.66+14.76+3.69+3.66.14.13+3.43
Oct. 1945Feb. 19145,1.10 -.19-.02-.071.38+2.23+2.97+2.83.2.3142.90+2.81+2.79+2.62+2.24
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948,3.96-.26•.50.1.22+2.47+3.83+2.69.1.88.1.04 -.22-.82-.82-.145
Aug. 1954July 1953,2.63 .00+.91+2.67.3.314.3.38.2.72+2.19.1.65.1.67.1.56+1.49.1.73.1.51
Apr.1958July 1957,14.23 -.22-.04+.1e7+1.53 +3.28+3.09+2.85
715APPENDIX C
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Percentabove (.)or below (.)standingatpeak —
MonthsBeforePeak Peak Month,After Peak —— — — — — — —
12 9 6 3,ti













































































































Percent above (+) or below (-)standingat preceding peak
Month, Before Trough Trough I400tba After Trough — th—— — — — —
12 9 63 — 3 2 .!L JL.
Me 1933Aug. 1929,281.031416.4i28. 4314o. 4416.4458.4413.3782.3718 2955.331214.13831.3644.+3123.0
June 1938 May1937, 6066.3 -.2+1.2+388+61.+75.3.63.5+44.1+524,4144.35.2+35.+39.8+33.8
Oct. 19145Feb.3.9145,586.7.134.8-2.8-4.5+39.8 +201.7+269.9+278.4 +249.4 +302.3 .285.2 .292.0 .296.8+2146.5
Oct. 1949Nov. 19148, 2156.0 -.8.2+3.0+37.2+79.2 .107.3+73.1 +99.8+40.6+12.5
Oct. 3.949Nov. 191s8, 2441.3-6.9.32.4+31.0.63.1498.5+71.6 +i.4+28.2+6.3-3.3-19.3-19.4 -9.3.
Aug. 19514July 1993, 3662.0-.9+36.0+107.5+132.0 +3.29.2 +107.6 +87.6.68.0+70.9+68.7.65.6 +78.2+68.0
Apr. 1958 July 1957, 2879.7-5.6-1.0+11.0.36.5 +79.6+71#.3.4-68.3
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15.0










Percent above (4.) or belay (-) standing at peek
Month. Before Peak Peek Month. After Peak—
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15.1.
tedex of the Physical.Voiwseof Business Activity, Bebeon




































DeC. 193.4Jan. 191.3,66.67.7.4.4.6.3.0.0.10.8.14.8.9.1-4.1+2.3+13.4+13.1+10.2+10.6 +14.6
14r. 1919Aug. 1918,79.97+.2+.-2.1-8.1-14.3.6.8 +.3+5.8+12.0+3.9-.5.10.3.22.2
July 1921Jan. 1920,89.17.7.7.15.7.27.9.26.6-25.9-22.0.22.6-17.6-8.5-2.0+6.0+15.1+10.2
July 1924May1923, 101.10.2.8-7.2 .15.5-8.4-15.9.3.8-2.7.2.9+.2.2.3+3.2+2.0+5.3
Nov. 1927Oct. 1926, 108.40+.2.3.1 .0-3.1-9.1.2.4 +.3+4.0+5.3+8.5+11.7+11.3-i.8
Mar. 1933Aug. 1929, 1.20.40.43.3.47.5.45.6.46.6-51.0.29.0-37.1.43.0-32.1.31.3.41.8.34.1.30.0
June 1938May1937,71.03-1.7.6.2.22.0.27.9.29.2.23.3.12.9.5.9.8.8-5.0+1.2.3.6+1.2
Oct. 1945Peb. 1945,88.27-.4-.8+1.5-.2.14.à-11.7.7.2+9.0+10.9+13.7+12.549.4 ÷15.8
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 102.77•.L-2.0.3.9.7.8.14.9+1.2.5.5.13.0.17.5+16.1,1.6.ó+11.1..9.3













Per centabove (+) orbelov(.)st.ndlngat peak —
MonthsBefOre Peek Peal, Month. After Peak —— MoBti—— — — — —




























































































































































Per cent above(÷)or below(-) steedingatpreceding peek
Months BeforeTrough TrOugh MonthsAfter Trough —— — — Month—— — — — — —
12 9 6 3 3 6j. 12 16.j
Mar. 1919Aug. 1918,860.0+6.6+6.7-2.8.4.8-12.3.8.7-l.o .2.8+5.o.1.0-.1.2.8.16.5
July 1921Jan. 1920,878.0-.9-1.9-10.5-12.9-.16.3-5.9-12.3.12.4-8.0.3.5+5.5+12.9+12.2
July 1925May1923,988.3-.3-5.3.6.0.6.6-9.2-3.1+.2..9+.4.1.8+1.0+1.9+5.0
Nov. 1927Oct. 1926, 1040.3+.6-1.4-2.5.4.9.&9.5.5.c.4.5.5-2.0.3.4.1.5-.8.6.8
Mar. 1933Aug.1929, 1030.3-43.6.53.9.48.6.46.7.53.5-43.8.42.4.63.0.39.4.51.6.53.9.43.1 .60.2
June19381453.'1937,178.7-2.9-7.4—22.3-25.5.28.8.25.5.19.5-19.5-18.8-10.7-10.2-i.4-10.0
Oct. 1945Feb. 19145,839.3..0.3.0+1.6-.3.14.0.6.6-21.b+1.5-1.1+3.8.1.0-.9+2.0
Oct. 1949NOv. 1948,811.7+16-4.8 —5.1-15.7-35.1-19.9-10.ó-7.8-2.0-1.9-1.9.8.7.4.3
Aug. 1954July 1953,756.0-.3.8.5.11.6-3.2.6-16.3-12.2.8.1.1.3.4.0.1.5-.5-.5.8.5
Apr. 1958July 1957,698.3-1.5-1.2-7.1.15.5-22.8.20.8.12.8
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16.0? 16.1
Grosartions1Product, toCurrent DoLlars, Burger.68 21sin
(,1923.1940)j(Q, 1944.1958)








Percentabove(.)orb.loui (.)utaMiagat peak —
Inths BefurePeak ————
12 9 6 3
Peak tt. Att.r Peak ————————































































































































Percent sbo,e (4)cebelce, (-)•t.Mingat preceding peak — — — thafcrs ?rou Troogh tbe Altar Tra,gb —— — — 5onth—— — — — — — —
12 9 63 —j_6 j 12 18 21
III 1925 II 1923,82.3..2.1.0+2.8.2.0 —2.3 +.1+7.5.5.4+6.5.13.5.15.7+12.1 .12.1
IV 1927III 1926,92.8.3.3+1.1..5+1.4+.4+6.8-.3.4.6 .10.6 .12.3 .10.3.13.8.1.1.0
I 1933III 1929, 105.6.38.5-42.4 -49a .49.2.59.6-46.4-43.9-47.1.40.9-37.8-36.5.36.6.35.8
II 1938 II 1937,92.5 .0.5.1.-7.8-12.8-12.9.9.2-4.2-5.5-4.4-1.342.5.5.6.6.2
IV 1945 I 1959, 221.2-2.1 .0.1.1.5.1.10.9 -103-6.7.1.8 .0.2.2.4.0.63 .10.8
IV 1959 IV 1948, 265.9 .0.23-3.6-2.7-3.3..05.3.2 4103 .15.5+19.5.22.8 .25.5.27.2
XII 1954 II 1953, 368.8.5.2.1.2.4-2.7-1.8.5.4.2.6.6.9.4 .10.9 .11.3+12.5+15.2
II 1958III 1957, 447.8-1.2 .0-1.2-3.8.3.0-.8+2.1
721APPENDIX C
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Business Cycle k (3..onth
swrsg.c.nt.rsd)
R!CESSIONP212155
Billiondollar. Stove (+) orbelov(.) standing.t preceding pesk
— ———
12 9 6 3
—
Ift Ponk —































































































































Billion dollar, stave (.)or beire(.) standing at pr.csdingpeat —
Months Before ?rongh — —
12 9 6 3
Trougi Months After Yrough
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
III 1924 II 1923,82.8•.2-.8.2.3.1.7-1.9..1•o.2+3.6..4 +1.1.2.13.0.10.0+10.0
IV 1927 III 1926,92.8.3.3+1.0+.5+1.3..4.6.3-.3.8.3.9.8 .11.8.9.6+12.8+10.2
1933 III 1929, 105.6.40.7.84.8-51.9-52.0.52.4.89.0—86.4.49.7-43.2-39.9-38.4-38.6.37.8
U 1938 II 1937,92.5 .0+4.7-7.2-20.9-11.0.8.5.3.9-5.1.8.1.1.2.2.345.2+57
IV 1985 I 1985, 211.2-8.7 .0+2.5-9.0.24.1-23.2-14.9 .0.8.8.8.8.18.8+23.9
IV 1949 IV 1948, 265.9 .0.6.1-9.5.7.1-8.9-.18.s .38.4 .51.9.60.5.67.9+72.2
III 1954 II 1953, 368.8-1.7..8.8.8.9.9.6.8+2.0.15.5 +38.6.ho.i.41.8.46.2452.2
II 1958 III 1957, 847.8..8 .0-5.5-16.8-1.3.3-3.8.9.3
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Irons National Pruct,inConstantDollars,OBE (Q, 1947-1958)









Per cent above (+) or below (.) ntsioltng at peals
Months Before Peak Peal Months Arter Peak — — — — ti — —















































Per cent above (+) or below (-) standing at preceding peak — —
Months Before Trough Trough Months After Trough — — — — Month — — — — — — —














































BlUion 1954 dollars above (.) or below (.) stealing at preceding peak
Months Before Peak Peak— Months After Peak—




















































B11.llon 1954 dOllars above (+) or below (-) standing at preceding peak
Months Before Trough







































Bank Clearings OutsideNew YorkCity, Crecarcisi and Pinancial Chronicle (1881..19z1.);
Bank Debits Outside New York City, FRB, 150 Centers (1919-1947); 343 Centers (1951.4.1958)



















6 9 12 15 18 21 25
Mar. 1882 38.733. -6.8+17.7+15.7+11.0-.6..2+7.1+5.8.4.0+6.1+1.0-17.4.8.3
Mar. 1887 48.077 .11.5-10.4-7.5-2.9.4.8+10.4+2.7-2.2.1.8.1.5+7.7.8.2+12.8
July 1.890 66.227 -12.7-12.0-7.2-6.0+.1+1.2-5.8-5.6.3.9-.2-.6+.02+4.2
Jan. 1893 74.377 -11.4-10.9-7.2-5.2-.3-5.7-21.2-27.4-21.0-24.9-25.0-19.1-16.3
Dec. 1895 65.390 -7.7.7.8.1.5-2.3+.8.6.0-2.6-10.6.3.9 —6.3-2.1+14.5.12.5
June 1899 91.313 -18.3-19.0-8.0-.8-.1+5.2+2.9-2.4+2.0.4.1+6.5+9.1+18.6
Sept.1902 116.567 .11.0.7.0.7.5-7.3+2.01.02.0+5.1+2.9+1.01.5+.1+6.5
May1907 162.747 -10.1-4.0-.6+.6+2.6.4.0.17.7.16.3-15.1.10.2-5.5.2.1-.7
Jan. 1910 182.270 -13.7-9.8-6.0-2.8-1.1+1.3-.8-1.1-.4-3.5+1.3+1.1+4.5
Jan. 1913 208.390 .8.6.5.7-3.9+2.3+.7-3.2-.9+2.6-.3-1.3+.7-10.5-9.5
AuC. 1918 435.267 -20.2-10.2-10.6-3.7+1.1-.5+3.8.8.5+16.2+21.5.30.8 +29.6.26.8
Jan. 1920 580.033 -20.6-22.1-12.1-9.2+.7+4.8+.2-8.8-25.0-27.8-29.4-28.8
Jan. 1920 20.17 -19.7-22.6-7.8.5.3+3.6+1.6+3.1.2.3.15.2.20.2-25.6-21.6-24.1
May1923 19.30 .114.5-11.9-9.8.1.6+1.6.3.6-2.1+2.1.2.6 .0.1.6*8.3+6.7
Oct. 1926 22.23 -.2+1.2+.3+3.9-1.0+.8+5.2+2.1.4.4+7.0+1.2.4+6.6 +15.1
Aug. 1929 29.10 -12.7-7.2.5.5.7.9+5.8.2.1.16.8-15.5.22.0.29.6-35.0.34.5-38.5
May1937 19.80 -12.6.8.1-3.5+1.0-.5-1.0-5.0-16.2-17.7-15.1-1.1.6.14.6.8.].
Feb. 1945 39.40 +3.0.6.8-2.0 .2.0+5.1-.8+1.8+2.0+9.9+13.2.17.0+21.8
Feb. 1945 44.53 +2.8-7.3-3.0+4.0-2.1.4.0-1.4+4.0+6.0.11.5+17.0.21.5+27.3
Nov.1948 66.83 .4.7 —4.7-5.0+.5•.2.5.6.5.0.7.5.5.9.1.5+5.6+15.5+17.3
July 1953 95.10 -8.7—5.2.3.2.1.7+1.2 —.5-3.3-.8-.5+.3+6.0+9.1+12.6
July 1957 123.13 -6.3-4.-1.9-1.2-.7-1.1-1.5-2.7-2.0+4.1
724MONTHLY CHANCES IN CYCLICAL INDICATORS
i6.o, ,8.i
BankClearings Octaide New York City, Cowinercial. aid FiOgncIal.Chronicle(1881-1921);
DanA Deblta Octalde 14ev York City, P22, 140 Centern (1919-1947); 343 Centers (1944.1958)




































































































































































































































































































































Nr.co.1 Ioc, 3.rg.r KleIn (Q, 1922-1929);031 (N,1929-1958)




Nosices. Cycle Nsk(3-th •ys,.5jstspu)
910198103PATTIRI
Percent sbovs (.)or b.1' (-).t.ingat pusk —
Month.kfcre 7.58 P.58 nths After 7,58 —



























































































































Per cent sbo,,(.) er (.9standingat preceding p.sk
Months Nofpr, Iroceb ercegh— Ith.Aft.r?rocgh
12 9 6 3—3 6 12 15 18 214
IU 1928 II 1923, 67.50 —.2+1.3+2.2-1.5 .0.8.6.6.8.o.1..8.4+12.0 +11.7.13.5+13.2
IV 1507 III 1506, 76.80-2.2-.8+.8-.1,.9+1.2+1.6+3.9+6.5+1.1.2+11.1.+13.2.10.2 .1933Aug. 1509,87.17.370.83.6.86.1.88.1-50.7.84.5.88.1-81.7-39.0.37.9-392-37.7-33.8
Juns 1938 1937,75.93+1.1-1.8-8.3.9.8-11.1-9.1.7.7-5.6.8.9-2.4•.4+.2+1.7
0r.. 12657.1.1945,173.573.41-.8•.8.3.9.1.1+.9+5.5+6.5.8.8+6.5i8.5+13.1
Oct. 1949N+. 1988, 214.03•.8-2.2-1.9-4.1.8.2+1.2+2.9+5.7+10.6 +14.9 +18.3 .19.9.23.]
Aug. 1958Juli 1953, 289.93-.2-.2-7-.9-.2+1.6+2.8.6.3.6.0 +30.2 +31.2 +14.0+16.0
Apr. 1958July 1957, 358.17-1.7•.08-.2-.5-.2.2.6+2.9
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20.0










Percent above (+) or baby (-) standing at peak —
Month,, Before Peek Peak ths After Peak — — — m,ti — — — — —



















































































Per cent above (.4 or beloy (-) standIng at preceding peak —
Months Before Trough Trough ths After Trough — — — Month — —
12 9 63 — 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
June 1938ly1937,3583.3-.8+1.8-9.2-13.0.14.1-10.9-6.7.4.6-3.4-.2.4.2+4.8+7.6
Oct. 1945Feb. 1945,6256.0-2.8-.8-2.3+5.1+9.3 +20.2 +29.1 +38.7+46.0+49.7+55.4 +59.0 .66.3
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, U.014.7-.3-2.9..4-2.5-1.0•.5.3.8 .17.9+9.3 .23.6 +12.8 .u.6 +16.6
Aug. 1954 .hlp 1953, 14184.3-1.7-1.4-2.5-2.0-1.3,.3.3.1.7.4.9.4 .10.4+7.2 +13.0 +13.5
Apr. 1958 July 1957, 16951.0-3.0+5-1.4.1.4-2.6-l).-.1
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Percentabove (+) or belcm' (-) staMing at peak —
Month. Before Peak Peak Month. After Peek ———-— —















































































































































Per cent above (.) or bela (-)standingat preceding peak
Months Before Drough 7rcugh Months Alter Trough —— — lOontt—— — —
12 9 63 — 3 6 3.2 18 21
July 1921.Jan. 1920,31.0+9.7 .0+3.2 .0-3.2.6.4.6.4-3.2-3.2 .0+3.249.7+9.7
July 1924May1923,34.3-1.0.1.9.1.9-1.0-1.0-3.9-1.0+1.9+1.9+3.0.7+7.8.4.8.7.8
Nov. 1927Oct. 1926,37.0 .0 .0-2.7+2.7 .0 .0 .0 .0+2.7+2.7 .0+2.7+2.7
Mar. 1933Aug. 1929,38.3-32.2-37.4-37.4-42.6-47.8-37.4-34.8-34.8-27.0-32.2-29.6-27.0.24.4
June 1938May1937,35.3-.9-.9.6.6-6.6.12.3.9.4.6.6-3.8.3.8-.9.4.7-.9.4.7
Oct. 1945Feb. 1945,68.3-4.9_3.Ie-7.8+3.9+6.8+15.6 +25.9 +31.7+31.7+36.1.39.0 +4o. .44.9
Oct. 1949Nov. 19Im8, 1034.0.3.8-1.9.2.9.8.7.5.8-5.8-1.9+19.2+1.0.21.2.4.8.4.8+7.7
Aug. 1954July 1953, 1.18.0-1.7 .0-.8-2.54.8+1.7+3.4+6.8+7.6+9.3 +20.2 +13.6 +16.9
Apr. 1958July 1.957, 140.0-6.4-3.4-7.9-7.1-7.1 .0-3.6
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21.0
Wholesale Price Index, Excisaling Fern, Product. sod Fonda, 81.5









Percentabove(+) orbeloi(-) standing atpeak —
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Plantend Equier,entenditucee, Total, QBE-S (Q)









Percent above (+)orbelow (.)atead.lngat peak —
,sonthaBefore Peak Peak Months After Peak —-— — ——— — — — — — —




















Percent above (+)orbelow (-)•tadingat preceding peak ——
MonthsBeforeTrough Trough tbs AfterTrough —— Month—— — — — —
12 9 6 3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
IV 1949 IV1948, 22.26 .0-5.3-1.1.6-15.3-20.0-17.3-1.3.6.5.5+4.7+6.6+14.4 .19.0+19.3
III1954 II 1953,28.10+2.6+1.5-2.3-4.2.4.5.6.8-8.7-3.2+5.5+11.9.16.8 +22.7+27.7
II 1958III1957,37.75-1.9 .0-4.0-14.1-19.7-21.6-20.6
22.1










Per cent above(+)orbelow (-)standingat peak
Monthe Before Peak —— — —
12 9 6 3
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Peak Months After Peak —— — — — —
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23.0
Wa6e1g Salary Co.t per UnitofDatput,Inniactur1ng









Per cent above (+) or below (.) •tai.ng at peak —
Before peak Peek tb. After Peak —— — — — — — — — —




















































Per cent above (.) or below (-) standing at pe.c.ding peak
ths B.fcre Trough —— — —
12 9 6 3
Trough
Neath
tbo After Trough —— — —
12 15 —j_—
6—
Oct. 1949Nov. 1948, 38.10-.5 .0 .0-1.6-4.2-4.2-6.0-7.3.2.4-1.6.2.1.5.8.6.8
Aug. 1954July 1953, 41.73•.2.2.8.4.2+2.8+.9+2.3-.3-.8-1.8+1.1+1.1+3.0+4.2
Apr. 1958July 1957, 44.33+.4-.1.2.4+5.6.7.8+2.2+.4
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Percsnt shove (+) or belor (.)etmMJ.ngat preceding peek
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24.0
Manufacturers' Inventories, Book Value, Ceosu.-0 (Q,1926-1938)1 (N, i.944-1958)









Per centabove(+) or belcie (.) standingat peak
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Percentabove (+) or belay (.) standingat preceding peak
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Conaurer Instalment Debt, FRB









Percent above or below (-) standing at peak —
Months Before Peak Peak Months After Peak
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26.0, 26.1
Bunk Interest Rate. en Cuatener,' Loans, Raefler (1919-1939)1
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Standing, Rate .bove (+) or below (-) etending at preceding peek
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735NATIONAL BUREAU PUBLICATIONS ON
BUSINESS CYCLES, 1920-60
I. BOOKS ON BUSINESS CYCLES
* Business Cycles and Unemployment (1923) 448pp.
Committee of the President's Conference on
Unemployment, and a Special Staff of the
National Bureau
*Employment,Hours and Earnings in Prosperity
and Depression, United States, 1920—1922 (1923) 2nd ed., l5Opp.
Wiliford Isbell King
* Business Annals (1926) 382pp.
Willard Long Thorp
Migration and Business Cycles (1926) 258pp., $2.50
Harry Jerome
Business Cycles: The Problem and Its Setting (1927) 5l4pp., $5.00
Wesley C. Mitchell
* Planning and Control of Public Works (1930) 292pp.
Leo Wolman
* The Smoothing of Time Series (1931) l'l4pp.
Frederick R. Macaulay
* Strategic Factors in Business Cycles (1934) 256pp.
John Maurice Clark
German Business Cycles, 1924—1933 (1934) 303pp., $2.50
Carl T. Schmidt
* Public Works in Prosperity and Depression (1935) 482pp.
Arthur D. Gayer
Prices in Recession and Recovery: A Survey of Recent
Changes (1936) 602•, $4.00
Frederick C. Mills
Some Theoretical Problems Suggested by the Move-
ments of Interest Rates, Bond Yields and Stock Prices
in the United States since 1856 (1938) 6l2pp., $5.00
Frederick R. Macaulay




736PUBLICATIONS ON BUSINESS CYCLES, 1920—60
Measuring Business Cycles (1946) 7 x12,592pp.,$5.00
Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell
*Price-QuantityInteractions in Business Cycles
(1946) l58pp.
Frederick C. Mills
*Changesin Income Distribution during the Great
Depression (1946) l92pp.
Horst Mendershausen
American Transportation in Prosperity and Depression
(1948) 432pp., $5.00
Thor Hultgren
Inventories and Business Cycles, with Special Refer-
ence to Manufacturers' Inventories (1950) 672pp., $6.00
Moses Abramovitz
Deterioration in the Quality of Foreign Bonds Issued
in the United States, 1920—1930 (1951) 1 l2pp., $2.00
use Mintz
What Happens during Business Cycles: A Progress
Report (1951) 422pp., $5.00
Wesley C. Mitchell
*Conferenceon Business Cycles (1951) 448pp.
Special conference of the Universities-National
Bureau Committee for Economic Research
Federal Grants and the Business Cycle (1952) l36pp., $2.00
James A. Maxwell
The Frontiers of Economic Knowledge (1954) 375pp., $5.00
Arthur F. Burns
Regularization of Business Investment (1954) 54Opp., $8.00
Special conference of the Universities-National
Bureau Committee for Economic Research
Short- Term Economic Forecasting (1955) 520pp., $7.50
Conference on Research in Income and Wealth
Policies to Combat Depression (1956) 428pp., $8.50
Special conference of the Universities-National
Bureau Committee for Economic Research
Personal Income during Business Cycles (1956) 2O8pp., $4.00
Daniel Creamer
*Outof print.
737PUBLICATIONS ON BUSINESS CYCLES, 1920—60
Consumptionand Business Fluctuations: A Case Study
of the Shoe, Leather, Hide Sequence (1956) 8 X 111, 32Opp., $7.50
Ruth P. Mack
Consumer Instalment Credit: Conference on
Regulation (1957) Vol. 1, 578pp., $1.75
Conference called by the National Bureau, Vol. 2,l64pp.,$.60
proceedings published by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System; order from
Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25,
D.C.
International Financial Transactions and Business
Cycles (1959) 624pp., $12.00
Oskar Morgenstern
Federal Receipts and Expenditures During Business
Cycles, 1879—1958 (1960) l92pp., $3.75
John M. Firestone
Business Cycle Indicators
Vol. I: Contributions to the Analysis of Current
Business Conditions (1961) 794pp., $12.50
Vol. II: Basic Data on Cyclical Indicators (1961) I913pp., $4.50
Geoffrey H. Moore, Editor
The Set: $15.00
II. BOOKS PARTLY CONCERNED WITH BUSINESS CYCLES
* The Behavior of Prices (1927) 598pp.
Frederick C. Mills
* Recent Economic Changes in the United States (1929) 2 vol., 990pp.
Committee on Recent Economic Changes of the
President's Conference on Unemployment, and
a Special Staff of the National Bureau
Seasonal Variations in Industry and Trade (1933) 48Opp., $4.00
Simon Kuznets
* Production Trends in the United States since 1870
(1934) 39t5pp.
Arthur F. Burns
Industrial Profits in the United States (1934) 692pp., $5.00
Ralph C. Epstein
Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism (1936) 272pp., $2.50
Leo Wolman
*Outof print.
738PUBLICATIONS ON BUSINESS CYCLES, 1920—60
*TheInternational Gold Standard Reinterpreted,
1914—1934 (1940) 2 vol., l,474pp.
William Adams Brown, Jr.
National Income and Its Composition, 1919—1938
(1941) l,Ol2pp., $6.00
Simon Kuznets
*FinancingSmall Corporations in Five Manu-
facturing Industries, 1926—1936 (1942) l92pp.
Charles L. Merwin
*TheFinancing of Large Corporations, 1920—1939
(1943) l60pp.
Albert Ralph Koch
Corporate Cash Balances, 1914—1943: Manufacturing
and Trade (1945) l48pp., $2.00
Friedrich A. Lutz
*NationalIncome: A Summary of Findings (1946) l60pp.
Simon Kuznets
Value of Commodity Output since 1869 (1947) 320pp., $4.00
William Howard Shaw
Business Incorporations in the United States, 1800—
1943 (1948) 8 x11k,I92pp., $6.00
George Heberton Evans, Jr.
Corporate Income Retention, 1915—1943 (1951) l42pp., $2.50
Sergei P. Dobrovolsky
Wesley Clair Mitchell: The Economic Scientist
(1952) 398pp., $4.00
Arthur F. Burns (ed.)
A Study of Moneyflows in the United States (1952) 62Opp., $7.50
Morris A. Copeland
Shares of Upper Income Groups in Income and
Savings (1953) 768pp., $9.00
Simon Kuznets
The Volume of Corporate Bond Financing since 1900
(1953) 464pp., $7.50
W. Braddock Hickman
Mortgage Lending Experience in Agriculture (1954) 258pp., $5.00
Lawrence A. Jones and David Durand
Out of print.
739PUBLICATIONS ON BUSINESS CYCLES, 1920—60
Urban Mortgage Lending: Comparative Markets
and Experience (1956) 2l2pp., $4.00
J. E. Morton
The Measurement and Behavior of Unemployment
(1957) 6l6pp., $7.50
Special conference of the Universities-National
Bureau Committee for Economic Research
A Theory of the Consumption Function (1957) 26Opp., $4.75
Milton Friedman
Federal Lending and Loan Insurance (1958) 596pp., $12.00
Raymond J. Saulnier, Harold G. Halcrow, and
Neil H. Jacoby
Corporate Bond Quality and Investor Experience
(1958) 568pp., $10.00
W. Braddock Hickman
Labor Force under Changing Income and Employment
(1958) 462pp., $10.00
Clarence D. Long
The Merger Movement in American Industry, 1895—
1955 (1959) l77pp., $5.00
Ralph L. Nelson
The Quality and Economic Signficance of Antici-
pations Data (1960) 477pp., $9.00
Special conference of the Universities-National
Bureau Committee for Economic Research
Wages in Germany, 1871—1945 (1960) 512pp., $10.00
Gerhard Bry
III. PAPERS ON BUSINESS CYCLES
*TestingBusiness Cycles (Bulletin 31, March 1,
1929)
Wesley C. Mitchell
*TheDepression as Depicted by Business Annals
(Bulletin 43, September 19, 1932)
Willard L. Thorp
Gross Capital Formation, 1919—1933 (Bulletin 52,
November 15, 1934) $.50
Simon Kuznets
*Outof print.
740PUBLICATIONS ON BUSINESS CYCLES, 1920—60
TheNational Bureau's Measures of Cyclical
Behavior (Bulletin 57, July 1, 1935) $.50
Wesley C. Mitchell and Arthur F. Burns
*Productionduring the American Business Cycle of
1927—1933 (Bulletin 61, November 9, 1936)
Wesley C. Mitchell and Arthur F. Burns
Technical Progress and Agricultural Depression
(Bulletin 67, November 29, 1937) $.50
Eugen Altschul and Frederick Strauss
tStatisticalIndicators of Cyclical Revivals
(Bulletin 69, May 28, 1938) $.25
Wesley C. Mitchell and Arthur F. Burns
Commodity Flow and Capital Formation in the Recent
Recovery and Decline, 1932—1938 (Bulletin 74,
June 25, 1939) $.25
Simon Kuznets
'ASignificance Test for Time Series and Other
Ordered Observations (Technical Paper 1, 1941)
W. Allen Wallis and Geoffrey H. Moore
*RailwayFreight Traffic in Prosperity and
Depression (Occasional Paper 5, 1942)
Thor Hultgren
Wartime 'Prosperity' and the Future (Occasional
Paper 9, 1943)
Wesley C. Mitchell
Railroad Travel and the State of Business
(Occasional Paper 13, 1943)
Thor Hultgren
Railway Traffic Expansion and Use of Resources in
World War II (Occasional Paper 15, 1944) $35
Thor Hultgren
Economic Research and the Keynesian Thinking of
Our Times (Twenty-sixth Annual Report, June
1946)
Arthur F. Burns
*TheRole of Inventories in Business Cycles




Reprinted in TheFrontiersof Economic Knowledge.
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TheStructure of Postwar Prices (Occasional
Paper 26, 1948) $.75
Frederick C. Mills
Wesley Mitchell and the National Bureau
(Twenty-ninth Annual Report, May 1949)
Arthur F. Burns
tStatisticalIndicators of Cyclical Revivals
and Recessions (Occasional Paper 31, 1950) $1.50
Geoffrey H. Moore
tCyclicalDiversities in the Fortunes of Industrial
Corporations (Occasional Paper 32, 1950)
Thor Hultgren
New Facts on Business Cycles (Thirtieth
Annual Report, May 1950)
Arthur F. Burns
Behavior of Wage Rates during Business Cycles
(Occasional Paper 34, 1950) $1.00
Daniel Creamer
Factors Affecting the Demand for Consumer Instalment
Sales Credit (Technical Paper 7, 1952) $1.50
Avram Kisselgoff
The Instability of Consumer Spending
(Thirty-second Annual Report, May 1952)
Arthur F. Burns
Trends and Cycles in Corporate Bond Financing
(Occasional Paper 37, 1952) $.75
W. Braddock Hickman
Business Cycle Research and the Needs of Our Times
(Thirty-third Annual Report, May 1953)
Arthur F. Burns
A Study of Aggregate Consumption Functions
(Technical Paper 8, 1953) $1.50
Robert Ferber
Transport and the State of Trade in Britain
(Occasional Paper 40, 1953) $1.50
Thor Hultgren
t Reprinted here.
Reprinted in The Frontiers of Economic Knowledge.
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Trends and Cycles in Capital Formation by United
States Railroads, 1870—1950 (Occasional
Paper 43, 1954) $1.50
Melville J. Ulmer
Factors Influencing Consumption: An Experimental
Analysis of Shoe Buying (Technical Paper
10, 1954) $2.00
Ruth P. Mack
The Korean War and United States Economic Activity,
1950—1952 (Occasional Paper 49, 1955) $.75
Bert G. Hickman
t Basic Research and the Analysis of Current Business
Conditions (Thirty-sixth Annual Report,
May 1956)
Solomon Fabricant
Electronic Computers and Business Indicators
(Occasional Paper 57, 1957) $1.00
Julius Shiskin
Federal Lending: Its Growth and Impact
(Occasional Paper 58, 1957) $1.00
A summary, prepared by the Nationa' Bureau's
editorial staff, of Federal Lending and Loan Insurance
by Raymond J. Saulnier, Harold G. Haicrow,
and Neil H. Jacoby
Corporate Bonds: Quality and Investment Perform-
ance (Occasional Paper 59, 1957) $.75
W. Braddock Hickman
Seasonal Adjustment by Electronic Computer Methods
(Technical Paper 12, 1958) $.75
Julius Shiskin and Harry Eisenpress
t Measuring Recessions (Occasional Paper
61, 1958) $1.00
Geoffrey H. Moore
Basic Facts on Productivity Change (Occasional
Paper 63, 1959) $1.00
Solomon Fabricant
t Reprinted here.
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Trade Balances during Business Cycles; U.S. and
Britain since 1880 (Occasional Paper 67, 1959) $1.50
use Mintz
The Demand for Money: Some Theoretical and
Empirical Results (Occasional Paper 68, 1959) $.75
Milton Friedman
The Average Workweek as an Economic Indicator
(Occasional Paper 69, 1959) $2.00
Gerhard Bry
Consumer Expectations, Plans, and Purchases: A
Progress Report (Occasional Paper 70, 1959) $2.50
F. Thomas Juster
Housing Issues in Economic Stabilization Policy
(Occasional Paper 72, 1960) $1.50
Leo Grebler
Regional Cycles of !vfanufacturing Employment in the
United States, 1914—1953 (Occasional Paper 73,
1960) $0.75
George Borts
Change.r in Labor Cost During Cycles in Production
and Business (Occasional Paper 74, 1960) $1.50
Thor Hultgren
Industrial Demands upon the Money A'farket, 1919—
57: A Study in Fund-Flow Analysis (Technical
Paper 14) (in press)
Wilson F. Payne
American Exports During Business Cycles, 1879—
1958 (Occasional Paper 76) (in press)
use Mintz
Postwar Cycles in !t'Ianufacturers' Inventories
(Occasional Paper) (in preparation)
Thomas M. Stanback, Jr.
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Entries in boldface type refer to Volume II. Numbers in parentheses identify indicators
and diffusion indexes for which data are given in Volume II.Pages on which the
sources of the data and the figures appear are shown, in most instances, immediately
after the series number.
Abramovitz, Moses, xxx, xxxi, 7, 14, 27 n.,
33, 38, 38 n., 69, 123 n., 254, 255, 321,
424n.; 26,60
Accession rate, manufacturing (2.0), 106;
5, 74—75
amplitude, 108, 139, 149, 622, 624
analytical significance of, 63—64, 500,
502, 512
charts, 58, 498, 507
content of series, 5
cyclical pattern, 5 10—2, 691
irregular movements, 108
rate of change, seeamplitude(this entry)
seasonal movements, 75
timing, 56,63,499, 508—13,673,676,679
See also Help-wanted advertising
Advertising, see Help-wanted advertising;
Magazine advertising
Agricultural marketings index, 192, 205
Alexander, Sidney 5., 629 n.
All-inclusive sample (D 58.0), 14—17, 39,




average, for selected series, 28, 33, 104—5,
108—9, 122, 168—70, 310—1, 536, 606,
627
of business cycles, see Business cycles;
Contractions; Expansions
Canadian and American series com-
pared, 295, 3 10—1
correlated with diffusion, 38, 85, 228,
262 n., 275—80, 629—30, 660
of cycle-trend component, 108—9, 3 10—1,
536, 606
durables vs. nondurables, 283
and duration of cycles, 92, 122, 143—5,
161
of irregular movements, xxxiii, 108—9,
168—71, 179, 526, 529, 535ff., 550,
604—6
months for cyclical dominance, 108—9,
539 if., 607 if.
of production vs. orders, 422 if.
of seasonal component, 3 10—1, 5 19—23,
536, 601
use in forecasting, xxxii
See also Rate of change
Amplitude-adjusted indexes:
charts, 70—1, 118, 63 1—2, 646—7
construction of 69, 117, 629 if., 644 if.
compared with diffusion indexes,118,
629, 649
Anderson, Oskar, Jr., 263 n., 282 n.
Anderson, Paul S., 367, 370
Anticipations surveys, 80—81, 83—84, 86,
282, 292, 469—70, 473, 6 19—20; 66—70
Automobile production (truck and
passenger car), 168, 178.9, 188, 190
Average duration of run:
as measure of movements of groups of
series, 111 if., 289, 461—3, 616, 635,
654 if.
as measure of smoothness of individual
series, 108—9, 168—71, 542, 544—5, 627,
655
charts, 112, 114, 462, 658—9, 662—3
computation of, xxviii, 292 n., 312,
461 n., 544, 558, 616, 635, 654
cumulated, 464, 657 if.
critical level in, 664—5
and duration-rate index, 116 if.
expected value of, 545, 656 n.
lag in relation to percentage expanding,
289, 292 n., 464 n.
relation to MCD, 108—9, 544 if.
in selecting moving average periods, 312,
656
Average hourly earnings, 214, 507, 509—11,
513
Average workweek, manufacturing (1.0,
1.1), 106; 3—5, 72—73
amplitude, 87, 108, 139, 149, 169, 310—1,
487, 536, 606, 622, 624, 649, 651
analytical significance of, 63, 490, 503,
509— 12
charts, 50—51, 58, 70, 80, 98, 132, 150,
189, 248—9, 304, 486, 498, 507, 541
conformity to business cycles, 136, 214,
492
content of series, 490—1; 3—5
cyclical pattern, 98, 132, 497 if., 5 10—2,
690
diffusion index (D 1.0), 63, 80, 497—501,
620; 66, 68, 156
irregular movements, 108, 169, 3 10—1,
536, 538, 542, 606, 649, 655
745INDEX
and in nonmanufacturing industries,
487—9, 493—7
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
relation to new orders, xxvii, 497 if.
seasonal movementsof,310—1, 536;
72—73
secular changes in, 485—7
timing, 27, 56, 169, 175—6, 190, 214, 244,
302, 492—504, 509, 538, 655, 673, 676,
679
Ayres, 105 n., 430 n.
Babson's Reports, Inc., xi, 39
Backlogs, see Orders
Bancroft, Gertrude, 34
Bank clearings, New York City, 28, 29, 168
Bank clearings, total, 28




conformity to business cycles, 28
content of series, 45
cyclical pattern, 28, 724—5
irregular movements, 169, 655
seasonal movements, 139
timing, 169, 190, 655, 675, 678, 680
Bank debits outside New York (18.0), 107;
44, 135—6
amplitude, 87, 109, 122, 135, 148, 159,
310—1, 536, 622, 624
charts, 50—51, 60, 250—1, 534, 541
conformity, 214, 216
content of series, 44
cyclicalpattern, 724—5
irregular movements, 109, 310—1, 536,
538, 542, 655
seasonalmovements, 310—1, 536, 533—4;
136
timing, 57, 244, 256, 303, 655, 675, 678,
680
Seealso Bank clearings
Bank interest rates on business loans (26.0,
26.1), 107; 61—63, 154
amplitude, 87, 109, 625
charts, 50—51, 61, 252—3
content of series, 61—63
cyclical patterns, 735
irregular movements, 109
timing, 57, 245, 303, 675, 678, 680
Banking series,asindicators,46,217,
259—60
Barger, Harold, 7,42,44,326n.; 21, 26,
43—44,48,68
Bcckett, W. A., xxv, 294, 533 n.
Berridge, William A., 38
Blank, David M., 11
Bond sales, see Stock Exchange transactions
746
Bond yields and prices:
amplitude, xxxiii, 28, 168, 170
conformity, 28, 215
cyclical patterns, 28, 205
irregular movements, 168, 170
timing, 29, 168, 170, 172
Brinberg, Herbert R., 485 n.
Broida, Arthur L., 282, 283, 285, 629 n.
Broida, Sylvia F., 59
Bry, Gerhard, xxvii, 63, 485—504; 4
Building permits, 65, 168, 179; 10—14
See also Housing starts; Residential
building contracts
Burns, Arthur F., xxiii—xxv, xxvi n., xxix,
xxx, 3, 6, 9, 10, Il, 13, 45, 55, 68, 104n.,
119, 120 n., 162, 184, 202, 257, 277, 285,
465, 531, 629 n., 655
Burr, S.B., 48




indexes; Economic activity; Pro-
duction
Business births, 66, 386 if., 600
See also Incorporations; Net change in
number of operating businesses
Business cycles:
"abortive" movements, 10, 37, 79, 126,
179, 181—2, 314
amplitude, xxxiv, 36—38, 86—88, 104—5,




163—4, 186, l97n., 218, 299, 670
consensus of specific cycles, 17 if.,185,
195, 197, 225, 266
cross currents in, 9, 24
definition of, 18, 195, 202, 281, 669
diffusionof,xxxii,9,17—25,72—86,
111—3,118, 140—3, 153—4,197—202,
225—42, 261—93, 303, 307—8, 312—8,
328—30, 334, 339—49, 374—85, 459—73,
481 n., 497—502, 505—8, 512, 612—4,
616,618—30, 635 if., 644—50, 653—65;
65—70
durationof, xxix, 18, 34, 82—3, 89—92,
121, 123, 143—4, 153, 161, 165, 266,
45 1—9, 600—1, 671
forecasting of, See Forecasting
inverted behavior during, 39, 72 n., 172,
196 n., 203 n., 365, 508, 645
of 192 1—24, 197, 229
of 1954-58,49—50, 72—79, 126—7, 146—6 1,
620—33
peaks and troughs of, see chronology (this
entry)INDEX
prewar vs. postwar, 8, 13, 47—55, 79—85,
111—3, 121—4, 127 if., 255—7, 620—5
publications on, 736 if.
rate of change during, seeamplitude(this
entry)
recession and recovery patterns, xxxiv,
86—100, 127—34, 146—56, 616, 620—5,
632—3, 635, 687 if.
reference cycle patterns, 28, 192—5, 205,
265, 360—3, 392 n., 510—3
referencedates,seechronology(this
entry)
sequences within, xxx, 7—8, 11, 25—30,
36, 49—50, 56—57, 77—79, 111—3, 138,
140, 179—80, 185,190, 214—5, 221,
234—7, 267, 273—4, 314
severity of, seeamplitude(this entry)
stages of, seereferencecycle patterns (this
entry)
theories of, xxx, 11, 22—25, 29—30, 33,
37—38, 45—46, 62—69, 86, 236,, 261,
273—4, 278, 319—22, 337
Business failures (8.0, 8.1, 8.2), 106; 18—20,
98—105
amplitude, 28, 87, 109, 139, 149, 168—9,






charts, 50—51, 59, 70, 188, 192, 246—7,
304, 357, 373, 377—8, 524—5, 541
conformity to business cycles, 28, 208,
215—6, 359
content of series, 351—2; 18—20
cyclical patterns, 28—29, 192—3, 205, 360,
363, 700—1
compared with profits, 367 if.
irregular movements, 108, 168—9, 3 10—1,
536, 538, 542, 545, 606, 649, 655
"large" business failures, number of (8.1,
8.2), 67, 350 if.; 19
seasonalmovements, 310—1, 536; 101-2,
105
timing, xxvi, 27, 46—47, 56, 168—9, 174,
179, 190, 210, 215, 244, 302, 350—85,
538, 655, 673, 677, 679, 681, 683, 685
Business indicators, seeCyclicalindicators
Business population, seeBusinessbirths;





business cycle in, 295—9
cyclical indicators series for, 299—306
747
diffusion indexes for, 297, 303, 307—8,
312—B
end product demand patterns, 296
Capital appropriations, new (6.3, D 6.3),




Chambers, E. J., 299 n.
Chawner, Lowell, 475; 15, 55
Cheng, Pao Lun, 127, 620
Chronology of business cycles, seeBusiness
cycles
Churchill, Betty C., 386, 402 n., 405 n.
Clague, Ewan, 38
Cohen, Morris, 16
Commercial and industrial building con-
tracts (6.0), 106; 12—15, 88—90
amplitude, 87, 108, 139, 149, 3 10—1, 536,
622, 624, 649, 651
analytical significance of, 65—66, 473—9
charts, 50—51, 58, 70, 133, 188, 248—9,
304, 541
cyclical pattern, 696
irregular movements, 108, 168, 310—1,
536, 538, 542, 655
relationtoinvestmentexpenditures,
476
seasonal movements, 310—1, 536
content of series, 12—15
timing, 50, 56, 168, 190, 244, 256, 258,
302, 538, 655, 673, 676, 679
Commodity prices, seePrices
Conformity to business cycles:
acceptable conformity, 207 if., 213, 218
classification of series by,. 212—5, 219
criterion for selecting indicators, 204 if.
measurement of, 204—8
poorly conforming series, 213, 273, 276—8
related to severity of contractions, 276—8
shifts in, 49—55, 211, 22 1—3
well-conforming series, 21—22, 41, 196—
202, 273, 276—8
Construction activity, 23—24




Consumer instalment debt (25.0),107;
60—61, 152—3
amplitude, 87, 109, 145, 3 10—1, 536, 625
charts, 50—51, 60, 252—3, 306, 541
content of seHes, 60—61
cyclical pattern, 734
irregular movements, 109, 3 10—1, 536,
538, 542
net change in, 255, 321
seasonal movements, 310—1, 536; 153timing, 57, 245, 254, 303, 320—1, 538,
675, 678, 680
Consumer price index, 155, 170, 619, 622
Consumption, 22—23, 296
See also Sales by retail stores
Contractions, business cycle:
amplitude,xxxiii,28,89—91,104—5,
122-4, 144 n., 159—61, 620—3
conformity to, 28, 204—8, 227
dates of, see Business cycles, chronology
duration of, see Business cycles, duration
indications of ultimate severity, xxxiv,
36—38, 85, 120—61, 277—80, 620n.
of 1929—33, 34, 37—38, 129, 143—5
of 1937—38, 143—5, 186—91, 255, 522—5,
528
of 1948—49,13, 50—51, 143—5, 256—7,
347—9
of 1953—54, xxxii, 8—9, 50—51, 77—78, 84,
143—5, 433, 497—503, 505—8, 517—8,
522—5, 528
of 1957—58, 50—51, 72—78, 82,126—7,
146—61, 628
pattern of change during, 74—76, 78, 128,
130—3, 141—2, 154, 157—8, 192—3, 628,
687ff.
ranked according to severity, 124, 159;
see also amplitude (this entry)
relation to subsequent recovery, xxx,
xxxiv, 86—100, 125, 143—4, 153, 161
scopeof,82—86,140—3,145, 154, 156—8,
228, 263—6, 2 75—80, 284; see also
Diffusionindexes
Seealso Businesscycles
Corporateprofits (9.0, 9.1), 106; 20-22,
105—6
actual vs. prospective, 3 1—32, 67; 66, 69
amplitude, 28, 33, 87, 108, 135—6, 148,
159,338, 624
analyticalsignificance of, 11—12,30—34,
67,267, 273—4, 309, 337, 349
and business failures, xxvi, 371—85
charts, 50—51, 59, 80, 99, 250—1, 305,
373,377—378, 384
conformityto business cycles, 28, 136
content of series, 325—6; 20—22
cyclical pattern, 28—30, 88, 99, 702—3
dispersion of peaks and troughsin,
329—33
diffusionindex (D 9.0, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3),
31—32, 42, 67, 80, 267—72,276,279—80,
328—9, 334, 336, 341—9, 374—85; 66,
68,69,159—62
in durable vs. nondurable goods indus-
tries, 339—40
irregular movements, 108
percentage of companies with profits
(9.2), 67,378—83,681, 683,685;22, 106
per dollar of sales (9.3), 32—33, 337—9,
366—70,372—4; 22, 107
seasonal movements, 344-6; 105
tirtsing, 29 if., 48 n., 55—56, 215, 244,
267,272, 302, 331—7, 347—9, 381,
674, 677, 679
Seealso Businessfailures
CorporationTrust Company, 393, 395 n.;
18
Cost, see Labor cost per unit of output
Cost-price squeeze, 11, 33, 337, 374 n.
Cotton, 169
Council of Economic Advisers, xxviii, 546,
598 n., 599, 618
Creamer, Daniel, 12, 14, 27 n., 38, 47 n.,
63n., l44n., 155 n.; 48—49
Cross-sectionsample diffusionindex
(D 57.0, 57.1), 85, 289—91; 68,70




Canadian and American compared,
310—1
changes related to severity of contrac-
tions, 86 if., 134—7
classification of, 28,45 if., 48, 110, 2 12—5
decompositionof,519 if., 551 if.
criteria for selecting, 165—6, 173, 202 if.,
598—9
diffusionindexesof,72—79,236—41,
268—73, 620—1, 626; seealso Diffusion
indexes
factors accounting for leads and lags, see
Leads and lags, explanations of
inverted behavior, 39, 72 n., 172—3
lagging,57; seealso Laggingindicators
leading, 56; seealso Leading indicators




listof 26 (1960), xxiv,56—7; ix—xvli
listof 21 (1950), xxv, 74, 244—5
list of 21 (1938), xxv, 174—8, 190
monthly changes during expansions and
contractions, 86, 687 ff.
need for improved data,119,181 n.,
418—9,422 n., 484, 599, 6 12—5
needforseasonaladjustment,xxxv,
517—9, 523—9, 546, 601—2




timing of, see Leads and lags
Cyclical measures, see Amplitude;Business
cycles; Conformityto business cycles;
748
INDEXrelation to severity of contraction, 85,
275—8 1
revisions in, 612—4
seasonal adjustment of,80 n., 332 n.,
344—5; 66—68
smoothing of, see irregular movements
(this entry)
specific cycle type, 16, 20—21, 35, 39—40,
196 if., 266 if., 288—9, 329, 461—5
timing, 18—21, 32, 36, 82, 140, 226—7,
272, 288, 303, 336, 341, 343, 381—2,
464—5, 472, 512, 664
weighting of, 116, 262, 284 n.
See also Business cycles, diifusion of
Direction-rate index, 118, 621
Dispersion program, see Electronic com-
puter programs
Dodge, F. W., Corporation, 400, 476;
12—15, 55
Dow Jones and Company, Inc., 24—25
Dun and Bradstreet,Inc., 292, 351—2,
364—5, 379, 388, 402, 469—70, 473, 599;
17—19, 29
Durand, David, 6
Duration of business cycles, see Business
cycles
Duration-rate index, 116—7
Ebersole, J. F., 48
Economic activity,aggregate,xxiv,8,
20—21, 32, 36, 127—9, 134—7, 314
See also Business activity, indexes of;
Business cycles
Economic indicators, see Cyclical indicators
Edwards, George W., 37 n.
Eisemann, Doris, 60
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 598
Eisenpress, Harry, 294 n., 530 n., 533 n.,
534 n., 559
Electric power production, 169
Electronic computer programs:
charting by, 559, 636
cycle patterns, xxxv, 120 n., 616, 636,
688 if.
dispersion analysis, 616, 634 if.
rates of change, 557—8, 620, 622 if., 629,
636
seasonal analysis, 518, 519, 530—2,551—6,
602—4
smooting, .108—9, 526, 532 if., 556—9,
604—9, 623
standardizing amplitudes, 622, 630—3,
644if.
timeseriesanalysis and adjustment,
529 if., 551 if.
use in forecasting, 518, 560, 617






Debits, see Bank clearings; Bank debits
Dennison, Henry S., 183 n.




content of series, 51—52
cyclical pattern, 28, 728
irregular movements of 169
seasonal movements of, 602—4
timing, 169, 190, 245, 675, 678, 680
weekly series on, 602—4
Deposits activity, 28, 169
Depressedactivity,periodsof,88—89,
143—4




39—40, 196—7, 261, 281—5, 287, 314—6,
461 n.
from anticipations surveys, 80—81,83—84,
282, 292, 469—70, 6 19—20; 66—70
average duration of run, 116, 289,461—3,
654 if.
based on reference cycle patterns, 263—6,
510—1
behavior relative to aggregates, 9, 18—22,
32, 82, 262 if., 282—7, 3 14—6, 334—7,
464—6, 497—503,505—8, 629—30
forCanada, 295, 303, 307—8, 312—8
construction of,17, 39—40, 72,140—2,
262,283,312—3,328—30,344—5,
461n., 616, 635, 653—4
cumulation of,16—17,25—26, 35, 39—40,
73n.,285—6, 308, 313, 463, 657
"currentbasis," 9, 83, 2 74—5, 287—93,
341—2,653 if.
definitiono1 see construction (this entry)
electronic computer program for, 616,
635
forecasting value and limitations, xxxii,
34—36,140—3,156—8, 275, 279—81,
282,287 if., 314—8, 339—44, 497—503,
505, 508, 660, 664—5
"historical," seespecific cycle type (this
entry)
irregular movements in, 72—73, 113—6,
274—5, 285, 287, 292
forJapan, xxvi
lists of, 618—20; xii—xvii,66—70
and rates of change, see behavior relative
to aggregates (this entry)
relation to amplitude-adjusted indexes,




conformity, 28, 214, 216, 218
content of series, 43, 177; 31
cyclical patterns, 28, 713—4
diffusion index (D13.1,13.2),265,
267—73, 276, 280, 497—503, 505—8,
510—2; 66—67, 69—70, 164—5
irregular movements, 170, 655
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
seasonal movements, 118, 120
timing, 27, 170, 178, 190, 259—60, 494,
503, 655, 674, 677, 679
See also Average workweek
Employment, nonagricultural (13.0, 13.3),
106; 29, 33, 115—6, 121—2
amplitude, 87, 108, 122, 135, 148, 159,
310—1, 536, 622, 624
charts, 50—5 1,60, 80, 96,130,150,
250—1, 305, 541
content of series, 619; 29, 33
cyclical patterns, 511—2, 712
diffusion index (D 13.0), 628;66, 69, 164
direction of change in, 74, 628
irregular movements, 108, 310—1, 522,
524, 536, 538, 542
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
seasonal movements, 310—1, 536; 118,
122
timing, 56, 244, 256, 302, 492, 494—7,
538, 674, 677, 679, 682, 684, 686
Employment Act of 1946, 7, 10
Evans, G. Heberton, Jr., 7, 27 n., 44, 66,
386, 388 n., 391 n., 392, 398; 18
Expansions, business cycle:
amplitude of, xxxiii, 28, 87, 89—91, 94 if.,
104—5, 123, 144 n., 228, 624—5
conformity to, 28, 204—8, 226
dates of, see Business cycles, chronology
duration of, see Business cycles, duration
of 1933—37, 92 if., 186—91, 513, 624—5
of 1954—57, 49—50, 77—78, 92ff., 110—2,
118, 624—5
of 1958—60, 49—50, 77—78, 92 if, 620,
624—5
pattern of change during, 92 if., 616,
620, 624—5
relation to severity of preceding con-
traction, xxxiv, 88—92
scope of, 18—22, 82, 226, 228, 263—6; see
also Diffusion indexes
sequence of events in, 8—9, 22—24, 2 73—4,
497—503
See also Business cycles
Fabricant, Solomon, xxiv, 3; 32
Factory payrolls, 28, 170, 2 15—8
See also Labor income
Failures, see Business failures
Falkner, Roland P., 386 n.
Federal Reserve System, 38, 46, 217, 365—6
Ferber, Robert, 41
First National City Bank, 21—22
Forecasting:
bias in, xxxiv, 92—93
of periods of "depressed activity," xxx,
88, 92, 125—6, 143—4, 160—1
of seasonal movements, 518, 530 if., 560
of severity of business cycle movements,
xxxii—xxxiv,36—38,85—93,114—6,
125—7, 156—61, 277—80
of timing of business cycle movements,
xxix—xxxii, 9—11, 34—38, 54, 82—84, 90,
110—4,123,126,140,156,178—83,
185—6, 225, 237, 242, 257—8, 274—5,
287—93, 314—8, 339—44, 482—4, 517—8,
598ff., 644n., 653ff.
statistics needed for, 119, 181—2, 598 if.
use of electronic computers for, see Elec-
tronic computer programs
Foreign trade, 28, 34, 169, 214, 216
Freight carloadings, (15.2), 40—1, 131—2
amplitude, 87,134—5,148,159,169,
310—11, 528, 536
charts, 19, 50—51, 250—1, 305, 524—5, 541
content of series, 40—41
cyclical pattern, 720
diffusion index (D 15.2), 67, 69, 166—7
freight hauled, ton miles, 43, 168, 175,
188
influence of secular trend on, 48—49, 134,
309, 600
irregular movements, 169, 3 10—1, 522,
536, 538, 542, 545
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
seasonal movements, 310—1, 536; 132
timing, 48—49, 169, 244, 256, 302, 531,
538, 682, 684, 686
Frickey, Edwin, 644 n.; 32, 46
Friedman, Milton, 38, 292




Gross accession rate, see Accession rate
Gro5s national product (16.0, 16.1, 17.0),
107; 42—44, 133—4
amplitude, 87, 109, 122, 135, 148, 159,
296, 624
charts, 50—51, 60, 95, 130, 150, 250—1,
298, 305




rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
timing, 57, 244, 256, 303, 674, 677, 678,
680
Haberler, Gottfried, 7, 244 n.; 61
Hansen, Alvin H., 33 n.
Harrod, C. F., 430 n.
Hart, Albert G., 41
Hastay, Millard, 11, 13 n., 282 n., 469 n.,
473n., 650n.; 55
Help-wanted advertising (14.5), 64, 682,
684, 686; 37, 127—8
Hickman, Bert G., 124 n., 415 n., 481 n.,
629n.
Hickman, W. Braddock, 13 n., 68
Hours of work per week, see Average
workweek
Housing starts, number of dwelling units
(5.0), 106; 10—11, 82
amplitude, 108, 622, 624
analytical significance, 65
chart, 58
content of series, 10—11
cyclical patterns, 694
irregular movements, 108
seasonal movements, 562 if.
timing, 55—56, 673, 676, 679
See also Residential building contracts
Hultgrcn, Thor, xxvi, 7, 9, 12, 14, 32, 42,
63 n., 245 n., 267 n., 309 n., 325, 369,
374 n., 376 n., 513 n.; 23, 41—42, 57, 68
Income,seeLaborincome;Personal
income; Profits
Income payments, total, 25, 28, 42, 168
Incorporations, new, number of (7.1, 7.2,
7.3),17—18,92—97
amplitude, 28, 87, 139, 310—1, 395, 536,
622, 624, 651
analytical significance, 66, 388—9, 392—3,
395 It, 404, 417—8, 599—600
business births and transfers, 401—8, 410,
418n., 600
charts, 50—5 1, 70, 248—9, 394, 406, 408,
541
conformity, 28, 66,400
content of series, 386—8; 17—18
cyclical patterns, 28, 392 n., 698—9
determinants of, 397—8, 405, 415—8
irregular moyements, 310—1,. 536, 538,
542
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
seasonal movements, 310—1, 536; 92—93,
97
timing, xxvii, 27, 55, 66, 244, 256, 302,
389—96, 399, 401,538, 673, 676, 679
Indicators, see Cyclical indicators
751
Industrial production index, FRB (15.0),
107; 38—39; 129
amplitude, 28, 87, 109, 122, 128, 135,
144, 148, 159, 169, 310—1, 536, 622,
624, 648—9
charts, 50—51, 60, 80, 94, 114, 131, 150,
189, 192, 250—1, 286, 298, 305, 541,
646
compared with leading indicators, 71,
644 if.
conformity,28, 208
content of series, 38—39
cyclical patterns, 28, 88—90, 94, 127—9,
131, 192—3, 205, 717
diffusion index (D 15.0), 79—80, 272,
285, 288, 470—3, 6 19—20; 66, 69, 165
irregular movements, 109, 169, 310—1,
536, 538—9, 542, 605, 648, 655
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
relation to severity of contractions, 125,
128—9, 135—6, 143—4, 148, 161, 256 n.,
280, 622
relation to vigor of expansions, 86—94,
624
seasonal movements, 310—1, 536
timing, 43, 57, 128n., 169,176, 190,210,
244, 256,303, 499, 538, 648, 655,
674,677, 679
See also Production
Industrial raw materials spot market price




content of series, 69; 27—28
cyclical patterns, 709
diffusion index (D 12.0), 66, 69, 163
irregular movements, 108
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
timing, 56, 674, 677, 679
See also Prices; Wholesale price indexes
Industrial stockprices,see Stock price
indexes




diffusion index (D 3.2), 66, 68, 157
seasonal movements, 603; 79
timing, 681, 683, 685
Insured unemployment (14,4),see Un-
employment
Interest rates:
amplitude, 168, 170, 625
conformity, 28, 215, 254
cyclical patterns, 205
diffusion index, 273
irregular movements, 109, 168, 170
INDEXtiming, 57, 168, 170, 215, 245, 260
See also Bank interest rates on business
loans; Bond yields and prices
Inventories, business, change in(11.0),
106; 25—26, 110
amplitude, xxxiii, 108, 296
analyticalsignificance,xxxiii,68—69,
255
content of series, 25—26
cyclical patterns, 708
irregular movements, 108
timing, 56, 68—69, 674, 677, 679
Inventories, manufacturers' (24.0),107;
58—60, 151—2
amplitude, 87, 109, 210—1, 536, 625
analytical significance, 68—69, 254—5,321
charts, 50—51, 61, 252—3, 541
cyclical patterns, 733
irregular movements, 109, 310—1, 536,
538, 542
and length of production period, 424 if.
manufacturers'finishedgoods inven-
tories (24.1), 58—60
rate of change, see amplitude (this entry)
ratio to order backlogs, 425—6
seasonal movements, 3 10—1, 536
timing, 57, 245, 256, 303, 538, 675, 678,
680, 682, 684, 686
Investment:
anticipated changes in, 80, 478—9
commitments vs. output or expenditures,
23—24, 64—65,181 n.,274,3 19—20,
400, 430—3, 455—7, 473 if.
diffusion of, 33, 80—81, 272, 283, 285,
349, 459 if.
inventory,33—34,68,320;seealso
Inventories, change in business
in new businesses, 396—401, 415
relation to profits, 33, 67, 267, 274, 349,
400
See also Capital appropriations; Con-
structionactivity;Construction
contracts; New orders; Plant and
equipment expenditures
Irregular-cyclical ratio, 310—1, 535 if.
See also MCD index
Irregular movements:
causes of, 129, 178—9, 519, 600, 604
in diffusion indexes, 72—73, 284 n.
and errors of measurement, 609 if.
measures of,108—9, 168—70, 536, 607,
655; see also Average duration of run,
irregular-cyclical ratio, MCD index
and seasonal fluctuations, 178—9, 519—2 1
treatmentof,116—8,535ff.,604—9,
649—50, 654 if.
Jacobs, Walter W., 65; 9, 59
INDEX
Jerome, Harry, 32
Klein, Lawrence, 32 n.; 43, 48
Kuh, Edwin, 58
Korean War, 115, 124, 318, 415, 450—1
Kuznets, Simon, 33; 43, 54




63 n., 320—1, 509, 513
charts, 61,507
content of series, 56—58
cyclical patterns, 511, 731, 732
irregular movements, 109
labor cost per dollar of real GNP (23.2),
58
production worker wage cost per unit of
output, manufacturing (23.1), 57
seasonal movements, 150
timing, 57, 63 n., 505 if., 675, 678, 680,
682, 684, 686
wage and salary cost per unit of output,
manufacturing (23.0), 56
Labor income in mining, manufacturing,
and construction (19.2), 49, 140
diffusion index (D 19.2), 272; 67, 70,168
factory payrolls, 28,170, 215—6, 218,
272, 276
timing, 47, 682, 684, 686
Labor marketindicators,63—64,498,
505— 13
See also Accession rate; Average hourly






252—3, 269, 271, 306
confirm cyclical movements, 36, 237—8,
320—1
diffusion indexes, 72 if., 303, 314
foreshadow leading indicators, 234—6,
321, 513
irregular movements of 62, 538, 542
lists of, 57, 107, 245, 260—1, 300;xvi.xvii
selection and test of, 48ff., 62, 113, 254
timing, 49, 52—53, 57, 62, 102—3, 302
See also Cyclical indicators
Layoffs (3.0, 3.1), 106; 5—7, 77—78
amplitude, 108, 136, 139, 149, 622, 624
analytical significance, 64, 500—2, 508—9,
5 12—3
charts, 58, 506
cyclical pattern, 510—2, 692
irregular movements, 108
752layoff rate, manufacturing (3.0), 5
number of persons on temporary layoff
(3.1), 7
rate of change, seeamplitude(this entry)
seasonal movements, 78
timing, 56, 64, 499, 512, 673, 676, 679,
681, 683, 685
Leading indicators:
amplitude, 137, 139, 149, 536,622—4,648
amplitude-adjustedindexof,69—71,
629—32, 644 if.
analytical significance of; xxxi, 30, 62 if.,
ill, 236, 325—513
for Canada, 302
charts, 50—51, 112, 114, 230—3, 238—41,
246—9, 268, 270, 304, 626, 630—2,
646—7, 662—3
criteria for selecting, 165—6, 173, 202 if.
diffusion indexes, 72 if., 142—3, 158, 272,
276, 279—80, 303, 313—4, 613, 627
forecasting value and limitations of, xxxi,
36, 52—55, 113, 119, 125—6, 314ff.
foreshadowedbylaggingindicators,
234—6, 321, 513
irregular movements, 62, 83, 538, 542,
655, 661
for Japan, xxvi n.
lists of, 56, 106, 244, 258—9, 300; xu—xiv
as measures of recoveries, 86 if., 140, 142,
156, 158, 624, 632
and severity of recessions, 136—9, 147,
149, 151—2, 159—60
rates of change, seeamplitude(this entry)
sources of data, 106; 3—29, 66—70
timing, 49—53, 56, 102—3, 112—3, 234—6,
302, 648, 655
postwar vs. prewar behavior, 8—9, 48 if.,
255—7
See also Cyclical indicators
Leads and lags:
average and average deviations, 52—53,
56—57, 168—70, 179
bias in distribution around cyclical turns,
2 17—20
classification of series by, 35—36, 45—55,
166—70, 212—7, 258—60; xH—xvii
determination of; 163—4, 186—7, 203 n.,
207 n., 672
explanations of,xxxi, 22—25, 30,32,
46—48, 62 if., 89—90, 236, 309, 3 18—22,
337, 364—71, 383—5, 396—400, 420—2,
428—33, 438—40, 445, 451, 455, 473,
481, 503—4, 513
in diffusion indexes, 82, 84
prewar vs. postwar, 48—55, 102—3
record of indicators, 56—57, 672—86
selected series, 35—36, 168—70, 339—41,
353, 355—6
use in forecasting, xxxi
variability of, 34, 49—54, 113—4,165,
179—80, 182
Lebergott, Stanley, 122 n., 161 n.; 35
Lempert, Leonard H., 620 n., 650 n.
Lerner,Lionel J.,xxvi, 47 n.,111 n.,
350—85
Liabilities, see Business failures
Lipton, Milton, 282, 287
Loan commitments, mortgage, 65; 12
Long, Clarence D., 12
Luedicke, Heinze E., 468 n.
McAllister, Harry, 53
Macaulay, Frederick R., 6, 68, 529 n.; 24,
46
MacGregor, D. H., 388
Mack, Ruth P., 9, 10, 34, 69, 422 n.; 28, 52
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forecasting, 517—9, 560
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See also Bank clearings, New York
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67, 69, 169
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